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Abstract
We investigate connections between Lipschitz geometry of real algebraic varieties and
properties of their arc spaces. For this purposewe developmotivic integration in the real
algebraic set-up. We construct a motivic measure on the space of real analytic arcs. We
use this measure to define a real motivic integral which admits a change of variables
formula not only for the birational but also for generically one-to-one Nash maps.
As a consequence we obtain an inverse mapping theorem which holds for continu-
ous rational maps and, more generally, for generically arc-analytic maps. These maps
appeared recently in the classification of singularities of real analytic function germs.
Finally, as an application, we characterize in terms of the motivic measure, germs of
arc-analytic homeomorphism between real algebraic varieties which are bi-Lipschitz for
the inner metric.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we establish relations between the arc space and the Lipschitz geometry of a
singular real algebraic variety.
The interest in the Lipschitz geometry of real analytic and algebraic spaces emerged
in the 70’s of the last century by a conjecture of Siebenmann and Sullivan: there are only
countably many local Lipschitz structures on real analytic spaces. Subsequently the Lip-
schitz geometry of real and complex algebraic singularities attracted much attention and
various methods have been developed to study it: stratification theory [33, 37], 퐿-regular
decompositions [23, 38, 25, 42], Lipschitz triangulations [46], non-archimedean geometry
[16], and recently, in the complex case, resolution and low dimensional topology [4]. In
the algebraic case Siebenmann and Sullivan’s conjecture was proved in [36]. The general
analytic case was solved in [47].
In this paper we study various versions of Lipschitz inverse mapping theorems, with
respect to the inner distance, for homeomorphisms 푓 ∶ 푋 → 푌 between (possibly singular)
real algebraic set germs. Recall that a connected real algebraic, and more generally a con-
nected semialgebraic, subset 푋 ⊂ ℝ푁 is path-connected (by rectifiable curves), so we have
an inner distance on 푋, defined by the infimum over the length of rectifiable curves joining
two given points in 푋.
We assume that the homeomorphism 푓 is semialgebraic and generically arc-analytic.
For instance the recently studied continuous rational maps [21, 20, 19] are of this type.
Arc-analyticmappings were introduced to real algebraic geometry in [22]. Those are the
mappings sending by composition real analytic arcs to real analytic arcs. It was shown in
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[2, 39] that the semialgebraic arc-analyticmappings coincidewith the blow-Nashmappings.
Moreover, by [41], real algebraic sets admit algebraic stratifications with local semialgebraic
arc-analytic triviality along each stratum.
What we prove can be stated informally as follows: if 푓−1 is Lipschitz, then so is 푓 itself.
The problem is non-trivial even when the germs (푋, 푥) and (푌 , 푦) are non-singular [14].
When these germs are singular, then the problem is much more delicate. In fact we have
to assume that the motivic measures of the real analytic arcs drawn on (푋, 푥) and (푌 , 푦) are
equal.
Developing a rigorous theory of motivic measure on the space of real analytic arcs for
real algebraic sets is another main goal of this paper.
We state below a concise version of our main results. For more precise andmore general
statements see Theorems 4.13 and 5.10.
Theorem. Let 푓 ∶ (푋, 푥) → (푌 , 푦) be the germ of a semialgebraic generically arc-analytic home-
omorphism between two real algebraic set germs, that are of pure dimension1 푑. Assume that the
motivic measures of the real analytic arcs centered at 푥 in 푋 and of the real analytic arcs centered at
푦 in 푌 are equal (see Section 3 for the definition of the motivic measure). Then
1. If the Jacobian determinant of 푓 is bounded from below then it is bounded from above and 푓−1
is generically arc-analytic.
2. If the inverse 푓−1 of 푓 is Lipschitz with respect to the inner distance then so is 푓 .
The proof of this theorem is based on motivic integration. Recall that in the case of
complex algebraic varieties, motivic integration was introduced byM. Kontsevitch for non-
singular varieties in order to avoid the use of 푝-adic integrals. Then the theory was devel-
opped and extended to the singular case in [10, 1, 11, 28]. Themotivic measure is defined on
the space of formal arcs drawn on an algebraic variety and takes values in a Grothendieck
ringwhich encodes all the additive invariants of the underlying category. Onemain ingredi-
ent consists in reducing the study to truncated arcs in order to workwith finite dimensional
spaces. Notice that since the seminal paper of Nash [35], it has been established that the arc
space of a variety encodes a great deal of information about its singularities.
In the real algebraic set-up, arguments coming from motivic integration were used in
[18, 12, 8, 9] to study and classify the singularities of real algebraic function germs.
In the present paper we construct a motivic measure and a motivic integral for possibly
singular real algebraic varieties. Similarly to the complex case, the motivic integral comes
together with a change of variables formula which is convenient to do actual computations
in terms of resolution of singularities. In our real algebraic set-up this formula holds for
generically one-to-one Nash maps and not merely for the birational ones.
A first difference of the present construction compared to the complex one, is that we
work with real analytic arcs and not with all formal arcs. However, thanks to Artin ap-
proximation theorem, this difference is minor. More importantly, it is not possible to follow
exactly the construction of the motivic measure in the complex case because of several ad-
ditional difficulties arising from the absence in the real set-up of the Nullstellensatz and of
the theorem of Chevalley (the image of a Zariski-constructible set by a regular mapping is
Zariski-constructible).
1For ease of reading, in the introduction we avoid varieties admitting points which have a structure of smooth
submanifold of smaller dimension as in the handle of the Whitney umbrella {푥2 = 푧푦2} ⊂ ℝ3.
4 Arc spaces, motivic measure and Lipschitz geometry
The real motivic measure and the real motivic integral are constructed and studied in
Section 3.
2 Geometric framework
Throughout this paper, we say that a subset 푋 ⊂ ℝ푁 is an algebraic set if it is closed for the
Zariski topology, i.e. 푋 may be described as the intersection of the zero sets of polynomials
with real coefficients. We denote by 퐼(푋) the ideal ofℝ[푥1,… , 푥푁] consisting of the polyno-
mials vanishing on 푋. By noetherianity, we may always assume that the above intersection
is indexed by a finite set2 and that 퐼(푋) = (푓1,… , 푓푠) is finitely generated. The dimension
dim푋 of푋 is the dimension of the ring P(푋) = ℝ[푥1,… , 푥푁]∕퐼(푋) of polynomial functions
on 푋.
The ringR(푋) of regular functions on푋 is given by the localization ofP(푋)with respect
to the multiplicative set {ℎ ∈ P(푋), ℎ−1(0) = ∅}. Regular maps are the morphisms of real
algebraic sets.
Unless otherwise stated, we will always use the Euclidean topology and not the Zariski
one (for instance for the notions of homeomorphism, map germ or closure).
We say that a 푑-dimensional algebraic set 푋 is non-singular at 푥 ∈ 푋 if there exist
푔1,… , 푔푁−푑 ∈ 퐼(푋) and an Euclidean open neighborhood 푈 of 푥 in ℝ
푁 such that 푈 ∩푋 =
푈 ∩ 푉 (푔1,… , 푔푁−푑) and rank
(
휕푔푖
휕푥푗
(푥)
)
= 푁 − 푑. Then there exists an open semialgebraic
neighborhood of 푥 in 푉 which is a 푑-dimensional Nash submanifold. Notice that the con-
verse doesn’t hold [6, Example 3.3.12.b.]. Wedenote byReg(푋) the set of non-singular points
of푋. We denote by푋sing = 푋⧵Reg(푋) the set of singular points of푋, it is an algebraic subset
of strictly smaller dimension, see [6, Proposition 3.3.14].
A semialgebraic subset of ℝ푁 is the projection of an algebraic subset of ℝ푁+푚 for some
푚 ∈ ℕ≥0. Actually, by a result of Motzkin [34], we may always assume that 푚 = 1. Equiva-
lently, a subset푆 ⊂ ℝ푁 is semialgebraic if and only if there exist polynomials 푓푖, 푔푖,1,… , 푔푖,푠푖 ∈
ℝ[푥1,… , 푥푁 ] such that
푆 =
푟⋃
푖=1
{
푥 ∈ ℝ푁 , 푓푖(푥) = 0, 푔푖,1(푥) > 0,… , 푔푖,푠푖(푥) > 0
}
.
Notice that semialgebraic sets are closed under union, intersection and cartesian product.
They are also closed under projection by the Tarski–Seidenberg Theorem. A function is
semialgebraic if so is its graph.
We refer the reader to [6] for more details on real algebraic geometry.
Let 푋 be a non-singular real algebraic set and 푓 ∶ 푋 → ℝ. We say that 푓 is a Nash
function if it is 퐶∞ and semialgebraic. Since a semialgebraic function satisfies a non-trivial
polynomial equation and since a smooth function satisfying a non-trivial real analytic equa-
tion is real analytic [29, 45, 5], we obtain that 푓 is Nash if and only if 푓 is real analytic and
satisfies a non-trivial polynomial equation.
A subset of a real analytic variety is said to be arc-symmetric in the sense of [22] if, given
a real analytic arc, either the arc is entirely included in the set or it meets the set at isolated
2Actually, noticing that 푓1 = ⋯ = 푓푠 = 0 ⇔ 푓
2
1
+⋯ + 푓 2푠 = 0, we may always describe a real algebraic set as the
zero-set of only one polynomial.
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points only. We are going to workwith a slightly different notion defined in [40]. We define
AS푁 as the boolean algebra generated by semialgebraic3 arc-symmetric subsets of ℙ푁
ℝ
. We
set
AS =
⋃
푁∈ℕ≥0
AS푁 .
Formally, a subset 퐴 ⊂ ℙ푁
ℝ
is an AS-set if it is semialgebraic and if, given a real analytic
arc 훾 ∶ (−1, 1)→ ℙ푁
ℝ
such that 훾(−1, 0) ⊂ 퐴, there exists 휀 > 0 such that 훾(0, 휀) ⊂ 퐴.
Notice that closedAS-subsets of ℙ푁
ℝ
are exactly the closed sets of a noetherian topology.
For more on arc-symmetric and AS sets we refer the reader to [26].
One important property of the AS sets that we rely on throughout this paper is that
it admits an additive invariant richer than the Euler characteristic with compact support,
namely the virtual Poincaré polynomial presented later in Section 3.2. This is in contrast
to the semialgebraic sets, for which, by a theorem of R. Quarez [44], every additive home-
omorphism invariant of semialgebraic sets factorises through the Euler characteristic with
compact support.
Let 퐸,퐵, 퐹 be three AS-sets. We say that 푝 ∶ 퐸 → 퐵 is an AS piecewise trivial fibration
with fiber 퐹 if there exists a finite partition 퐵 = ⊔퐵푖 into AS-sets such that 푝
−1(퐵푖) ≃ 퐵푖 × 퐹
where ≃means bijection with AS-graph.
Notice that, thanks to the noetherianity of theAS-topology, if 푝 ∶ 퐸 → 퐵 is locally trivial
with fiber 퐹 for the AS-topology4, then it is an AS piecewise trivial fibration.
3 Real motivic integration
This section is devoted to the construction of a real motivic measure. Notice that a first step
in this direction was done by R. Quarez in [44] using the Euler characteristic with compact
support for semialgebraic sets. The measure constructed in this section takes advantage of
the AS-machinery in order to use the virtual Poincaré polynomial which is a real analogue
of the Hodge–Deligne polynomial in real algebraic geometry. This additive invariant is
richer than the Euler characteristic since it encodes, for example, the dimension.
Since real algebraic geometry is quite different fromcomplex algebraic geometry as there
is, for example, no Nullstellensatz or Chevalley’s theorem, the classical construction of the
motivic measure does not work as it is in this real context and it is necessary to carefully
handle these differences.
3.1 Real arcs and jets
We follow the notations of [8, §2.4].
Definition 3.1. The space of real analytic arcs on ℝ푁 is defined as
L(ℝ푁 ) =
{
훾 ∶ (ℝ, 0)→ ℝ푁 , 훾 real analytic
}
3A subset of ℙ푁
ℝ
is semialgebraic if it is for ℙ푁
ℝ
seen as an algebraic subset of some ℝ푀 , or, equivalently, if the
intersection of the set with each canonical affine chart is semialgebraic.
4i.e. for every 푥 ∈ 퐵 there is 푈 ⊂ 퐵 anAS-open subset containing 푥 such that 푝−1(푈 ) ≃ 푈 × 퐹 .
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Definition 3.2. For 푛 ∈ ℕ≥0, the space of 푛-jets on ℝ푁 is defined as
L푛(ℝ
푁 ) = L(ℝ푁 )
/
∼푛
where 훾1 ∼푛 훾2 ⇔ 훾1 ≡ 훾2 mod 푡푛+1.
Notation 3.3. For 푚 > 푛, we consider the following truncation maps:
휋푛 ∶ L(ℝ
푁 ) → L푛(ℝ
푁 )
and
휋푚푛 ∶ L푚(ℝ
푁 ) → L푛(ℝ
푁 ).
Definition 3.4. For an algebraic set 푋 ⊂ ℝ푁 , we define the space of real analytic arcs on 푋
as
L(푋) =
{
훾 ∈ L(ℝ푁 ), ∀푓 ∈ 퐼(푋), 푓 (훾(푡)) = 0
}
and the space of 푛-jets on 푋 as
L푛(푋) =
{
훾 ∈ L푛(ℝ
푁 ), ∀푓 ∈ 퐼(푋), 푓 (훾(푡)) ≡ 0 mod 푡푛+1} .
The truncation maps induce the maps
휋푛 ∶ L(푋)→ L푛(푋)
and
휋푚푛 ∶ L푚(푋)→ L푛(푋).
Remark 3.5. Notice thatL푛(푋) is a real algebraicvariety. Indeed, let 푓 ∈ 퐼(푋) and 푎0,… , 푎푛 ∈
ℝ
푁 , then we have the following expansion
푓 (푎0 + 푎1푡 +⋯ + 푎푛푡
푛) = 푃
푓
0
(푎0,… , 푎푛) + 푃
푓
1
(푎0,… , 푎푛)푡 +⋯ + 푃
푓
푛 (푎0,… , 푎푛)푡
푛 +⋯
where the coefficients 푃 푓푖 are polynomials. Hence L푛(푋) is the algebraic subset of ℝ
푁(푛+1)
defined as the zero-set of the polynomials 푃 푓푖 for 푓 ∈ 퐼(푋) and 푖 ∈ {0,… , 푛}.
In the same way, we may think of L(푋) as an infinite-dimensional algebraic variety.
Remark 3.6. When 푋 is non-singular the following equality holds:
L푛(푋) = 휋푛(L(푋))
Indeed, using Hensel’s lemma, wemay always lift an 푛-jet to a formal arc on푋 and then use
Artin approximation theorem to find an analytic arc whose expansion coincides up to the
degree 푛+1. However this equality doesn’t hold anymorewhen푋 is singular as highlighted
in [8, Example 2.30]. Hence it is necessary to distinguish the space L푛(푋) of 푛-jets on 푋 and
the space 휋푛(L(푋)) ⊂ L푛(푋) of 푛-jets on 푋 which may be lifted to real analytic arcs on 푋.
We have the following exact statement.
Proposition 3.7 ([8, Proposition 2.31]). Let 푋 be an algebraic subset of ℝ푁 . Then the following
are equivalent :
(i) 푋 is non-singular.
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(ii) ∀푛 ∈ ℕ≥0, 휋푛 ∶ L(푋)→ L푛(푋) is surjective.
(iii) ∀푛 ∈ ℕ≥0, 휋푛+1푛 ∶ L푛+1(푋)→ L푛(푋) is surjective.
Proposition 3.8 ([8, Proposition 2.33]). Let 푋 be a 푑-dimensional algebraic subset of ℝ푁 . Then
(1) For 푚 ≥ 푛, the dimensions of the fibers of 휋푚푛 |휋푚(L(푋)) ∶ 휋푚 (L(푋)) → 휋푛 (L(푋)) are smaller
than or equal to (푚 − 푛)푑.
(2) The fiber
(
휋푛+1푛
)−1
(훾) of 휋푛+1푛 ∶ L푛+1(푋)→ L푛(푋) is either empty or isomorphic to 푇
Zar
훾(0)
푋.
Theorem 3.9 (A motivic corollary of Greenberg Theorem). Let 푋 ⊂ ℝ푁 an algebraic subset.
There exists 푐 ∈ ℕ>0 (depending only on 퐼(푋)) such that
∀푛 ∈ ℕ≥0, 휋푛(L(푋)) = 휋푐푛푛 (L푐푛(푋))
Proof. Assume that 퐼(푋) = (푓1,… , 푓푠).
By the main theorem of [15], there exist푁 ∈ ℕ>0, 푙 ∈ ℕ>0 and 휎 ∈ ℕ≥0 (depending only
on the ideal of ℝ{푡}[푥1,… , 푥푁 ] generated by 푓푖 ∈ ℝ[푥1,… , 푥푁 ] ⊂ ℝ{푡}[푥1,… , 푥푁]) such
that ∀휈 ≥ 푁, ∀훾 ∈ ℝ{푡}푁 , if 푓1(훾(푡)) ≡ ⋯ ≡ 푓푠(훾(푡)) ≡ 0 mod 푡휈 , then there exists 휂 ∈ ℝ{푡}푁
such that 휂(푡) ≡ 훾(푡) mod 푡
⌊
휈
푙
⌋
−휎
and 푓1(휂(푡)) = ⋯ = 푓푠(휂(푡)) = 0.
Fix 푐 = max (푙(휎 + 2), 푁). We are going to prove that
∀푛 ∈ ℕ≥0, 휋푛(L(푋)) = 휋푐푛푛 (L푐푛(푋))
It is enough to prove that 휋푐푛푛 (L푐푛(푋)) ⊂ 휋푛(L(푋)) for 푛 ≥ 1.
Let 푛 ≥ 1. Let 훾̃ ∈ L푐푛(푋). Then there exists 훾 ∈ ℝ{푡}푁 such that 훾(푡) ≡ 훾̃(푡) mod 푡푐푛+1
and
푓1(훾(푡)) ≡ ⋯ ≡ 푓푠(훾(푡)) ≡ 0 mod 푡푐푛+1
Notice that 푐푛 + 1 ≥ 푁 so that there exists 휂 ∈ ℝ{푡}푁 such that 휂(푡) ≡ 훾(푡) mod 푡
⌊
푐푛+1
푙
⌋
−휎
and 푓1(휂(푡)) = ⋯ = 푓푠(휂(푡)) = 0.
Since ⌊
푐푛 + 1
푙
⌋
− 휎 > 푛
we have that 휋푐푛푛 (훾̃) = 휋푛(휂) ∈ 휋푛(L(푋)). ■
Remark 3.10. By Tarski–Seidenberg theorem, 휋푛(L(푋)) = 휋
푐푛
푛 (L푐푛(푋)) is semialgebraic as
the projection of an algebraic set. However, 휋푛(L(푋))may not be AS (and thus not Zariski-
constructible) as shown in [8, Example 2.32].
This is a major difference with the complex case where 휋푛(L(푋)) is Zariski-constructible
by Chevalley theorem as the projection of a complex algebraic variety.
Definition 3.11. Let푋 be an algebraic subset ofℝ푁 . We define the ideal퐻푋 ofℝ[푥1,… , 푥푁]
by
퐻푋 =
∑
푓1,…,푓푁−푑∈퐼(푋)
Δ(푓1,… , 푓푁−푑)((푓1,… , 푓푁−푑) ∶ 퐼(푋))
where
• 푑 = dim푋
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• Δ(푓1,… , 푓푁−푑) is the ideal generated by the 푁 − 푑 minors of the Jacobian matrix(
휕푓푖
휕푥푗
)
푖=1,…,푁−푑
푗=1,…,푁
• ((푓1,… , 푓푁−푑) ∶ 퐼(푋)) =
{
푔 ∈ ℝ[푥1,… , 푥푁], 푔퐼(푋) ⊂ (푓1,… , 푓푁−푑)
}
is the ideal quotient
of the ideal (푓1,… , 푓푁−푑) by the ideal 퐼(푋)
Remark 3.12. By [8, Lemma 4.1], 푉 (퐻푋) = 푋sing.
Definition 3.13. Let 푋 ⊂ ℝ푁 be an algebraic subset and 푒 ∈ ℕ≥0. We set
L(푒)(푋) =
{
훾 ∈ L(푋), ∃ℎ ∈ 퐻푋 , ℎ(훾(푡)) ≢ 0 mod 푡푒+1}
Remark 3.14. From now on, we set
L(푋sing) =
{
훾 ∈ L(ℝ푁 ), ∀ℎ ∈ 퐻푋 , ℎ(훾(푡)) = 0
}
and
L푛(푋sing) =
{
훾 ∈ L푛(ℝ
푁 ), ∀ℎ ∈ 퐻푋 , ℎ(훾(푡)) ≡ 0 mod 푡푛+1} .
Notice that{
훾 ∈ L(ℝ푁 ), ∀ℎ ∈ 퐻푋 , ℎ(훾(푡)) = 0
}
=
{
훾 ∈ L(ℝ푁 ), ∀푓 ∈ 퐼(푋sing), 푓 (훾(푡)) = 0
}
but be careful that{
훾 ∈ L푛(ℝ
푁 ), ∀ℎ ∈ 퐻푋 , ℎ(훾(푡)) ≡ 0 mod 푡푛+1}
≠ {훾 ∈ L푛(ℝ푁 ), ∀푓 ∈ 퐼(푋sing), 푓 (훾(푡)) ≡ 0 mod 푡푛+1}
Notice also that since the proof of Greenberg Theorem 3.9 is algebraic, it holds for L(푋sing)
(just use the ideal퐻푋 in the proof).
Remark 3.15. L(푋) =
⎛⎜⎜⎝
⋃
푒∈ℕ≥0
L(푒)(푋)
⎞⎟⎟⎠
⨆
L(푋sing)
The following proposition is a real version of [10, Lemma 4.1]. Its proof is quite similar
to the one of [8, Lemma 4.5].
Proposition 3.16. Let 푋 be a 푑-dimensional algebraic subset of ℝ푁 and 푒 ∈ ℕ≥0. Then, for 푛 ≥ 푒,
(i) 휋푛
(
L(푒)(푋)
)
∈ AS
(ii) 휋푛+1푛 ∶ 휋푛+1
(
L(푒)(푋)
)
→ 휋푛
(
L(푒)(푋)
)
is anAS piecewise trivial fibration with fiber ℝ푑 .
Proof. By [8, Lemma 4.7], L(푒)(푋) is covered by finitely many sets of the form
퐴퐟 ,ℎ,훿 =
{
훾 ∈ L(ℝ푁 ), (ℎ훿)(훾(푡)) ≢ 0 mod 푡푒+1}
where 퐟 = (푓1,… , 푓푁−푑) ∈ 퐼(푋)
푁−푑 , 훿 is a푁−푑minor of the Jacobianmatrix
(
휕푓푖
휕푥푗
)
푖=1,…,푁−푑
푗=1,…,푁
and ℎ ∈ ((푓1,… , 푓푁−푑) ∶ 퐼(푋)). Moreover,
L(푋) ∩ 퐴퐟 ,ℎ,훿 =
{
훾 ∈ L(ℝ푁 ), 푓1(훾(푡)) = ⋯ = 푓푁−푑(훾(푡)) = 0, (ℎ훿)(훾(푡)) ≢ 0 mod 푡푒+1} ,
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so that L(푒)(푋) = L(푋) ∩
⋃
f inite
퐴퐟 ,ℎ,훿 =
⋃
f inite
(
L(푋) ∩ 퐴퐟 ,ℎ,훿
)
.
For 푒′ ≤ 푒, we set
퐴퐟 ,ℎ,훿,푒′ =
{
훾 ∈ 퐴퐟 ,ℎ,훿, ord푡 훿(훾(푡)) = 푒
′, ord푡 훿
′(훾(푡)) ≥ 푒′, for all푁 − 푑 minor 훿′ of
(
휕푓푖
휕푥푗
)}
in order to refine the above cover: L(푒)(푋) =
⋃
f inite
(
L(푋) ∩ 퐴퐟 ,ℎ,훿,푒′
)
.
Fix some set퐴 = 퐴퐟 ,ℎ,훿,푒′∩L(푋). Notice that if 휋푛(훾) ∈ 휋푛(퐴) and if 휋푛+1(휂) ∈ 휋푛+1(L
(푒)(푋))
is in the preimage of 휋푛(훾) by 휋
푛+1
푛 then 휋푛+1(휂) ∈ 휋푛+1(퐴).
Indeed, 휂 ∈ L(푋) so 푓1(휂) = ⋯ = 푓푁−푑(휂) = 0 and since 휋푛(휂) = 휋푛(훾), we also get that
(ℎ훿)(휂(푡)) ≢ 0 mod 푡푒+1, ord푡 훿(휂(푡)) = 푒′ and ord푡 훿′(휂(푡)) ≥ 푒′.
Hence it is enough to prove the lemma for 휋푛+1푛 ∶ 휋푛+1(퐴)→ 휋푛(퐴).
We are first going to prove that the fibers of 휋푛+1푛 ∶ 휋푛+1(퐴) → 휋푛(퐴) are 푑-dimensional
affine subspaces of ℝ푁 . We can reorder the coordinates so that 훿 is the determinant of the
first푁 − 푑 columns of Δ =
(
휕푓푖
휕푥푗
)
. Then, similarly to the proof of [8, Lemma 4.5], there is a
matrix 푃 such that 푃Δ = (훿퐼푁−푑 ,푊 ) and ∀훾 ∈ 퐴, 푊 (훾(푡)) ≡ 0 mod 푡푒′ .
Fix 훾 ∈ 퐴. The elements of the fiber of 휋푛+1(퐴)→ 휋푛(퐴) over 휋푛(훾), 훾 ∈ 퐴, are exactly the
휋푛+1
(
훾(푡) + 푡푛+1휈(푡)
)
for 휈 ∈ ℝ{푡}푑 such that 퐟 (훾(푡) + 푡푛+1휈(푡)) = 0.
Using Taylor expansion, this last condition becomes
퐟 (훾(푡)) + 푡푛+1Δ(훾(푡))휈(푡) + 푡2(푛+1)(⋯) = 0
Or equivalently, since 훾 ∈ 퐴,
푡푛+1Δ(훾(푡))휈(푡) + 푡2(푛+1)(⋯) = 0
Multiplying by 푡−푛−1−푒
′
푃 , we get
푡−푒
′(
훿(훾(푡))퐼푁−푑,푊 (훾(푡))
)
휈(푡) + 푡푛+1−푒
′
(⋯) = 0
Notice that ord푡(훿(훾(푡)) = 푒
′. Hence, by Hensel’s lemma and Artin approximation theorem,
the sought fiber is the set of
휋푛+1
(
훾(푡)
)
+ 푡푛+1휈0
with 휈0 satisfying the linear system induced by
푡−푒
′(
훿(훾(푡))퐼푁−푑,푊 (훾(푡))
)
휈0 ≡ 0 mod 푡
Let 휈0 be a solution, then its first푁 − 푑 coefficients are expressed as linear combinations
of the last 푑. Therefore each fiber of 휋푛+1푛 ∶ 휋푛+1(퐴) → 휋푛(퐴) is a 푑-dimensional affine sub-
space of ℝ푁 .
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By Greenberg Theorem 3.9, there is a 푐 ∈ ℕ≥0 such that 휋푐푛(퐴) is an AS-set. Then 휋푛(퐴)
is anAS-set as the image of 휋푐푛푛 ∶ 휋푐푛(퐴)→ 휋푛(퐴)whose fibers have odd Euler characteristic
with compact support, see [40, Theorem 4.3].
Finally, notice that 휋푛+1(퐴) ⊂ 휋푛(퐴) × ℝ
푁 and that 휋푛+1푛 ∶ 휋푛+1(퐴) → 휋푛(퐴) is simply the
first projection. Then, according to the following lemma, 휋푛+1푛 ∶ 휋푛+1(퐴) → 휋푛(퐴) is an AS
piecewise trivial fibration. ■
Lemma 3.17. Let 퐴 be an AS-set, Ω ⊂ 퐴 × ℝ푁 be an AS-set and 휋 ∶ Ω → 퐴 be the natural
projection.
Assume that for all 푥 ∈ 퐴, the fiber Ω푥 = 휋
−1(푥) is a 푑-dimensional affine subspace of ℝ푁 .
Then 휋 ∶ Ω → 퐴 is an AS piecewise trivial fibration.
Proof. Up to embedding the space of 푑-dimensional affine subspaces of ℝ푁 into the space
of 푑+1-dimensional vector suspaces ofℝ푁+1, wemay assume that the fibers are linear sub-
spaces.
Denote by 퐺 = 픾푁,푑 the Grassmannian of 푑-dimensional linear subspaces of ℝ
푁 and let
퐸 → 퐺 be the tautological bundle; i.e. for 푔 ∈ 퐺, the fiber 퐸푔 is the subspace given by 푔.
We are first going to prove that the following set is AS ,
퐴̃ =
{
(푥, 푔) ∈ 퐴 × 퐺, Ω푥 = 퐸푔
}
.
Identifying퐺with the set of symmetric idempotent (푁×푁)-matrices of trace 푑, see [6, Proof
of Theorem 3.4.4], for 푖 = 1,… , 푁 we define the regular map푤푖 ∶ 퐺 → ℝ
푁 as the projection
to the coordinates corresponding to the 푖th-column of such matrices. Then 퐸푔 is linearly
spanned by
(
푤푖(푔)
)
. Hence 퐿푖 =
{
(푣, 푔) ∈ ℝ푁 ×퐺, 푣 = 푤푖(푔)
}
is AS . Thus{
(푥, 푣, 푔) ∈ 퐴 × ℝ푁 × 퐺, 푣 = 푤푖(푔) ∈ Ω푥
}
= (Ω ×퐺) ∩ (퐴 × 퐿푖)
is AS and its projection
푋푖 =
{
(푥, 푔) ∈ 퐴 × 퐺, 푤푖(푔) ∈ Ω푥
}
is also AS as the image of anAS-set by an injective AS-map, see [40, Theorem 4.5].
Then 퐴̃ =
⋂
푖푋푖 is AS as claimed.
Let 푥0 ∈ 퐴. Fix a coordinate system on ℝ
푁 such that Ω푥0 =
{
푥푑+1 = ⋯ = 푥푁 = 0
}
and
fix the projection Λ ∶ ℝ푁 → ℝ푑 defined by Λ(푥1,… , 푥푁 ) = (푥1,… , 푥푑). Let 휔 ∶ 퐴̃ → ℝ
(푁푑 ) be
such that the coordinates of 휔(푥, 푔) are the 푑-minors of
(
Λ(푤푖(푔))
)
푖=1,…,푁
. Then
퐴̃0 =
{
(푥, 푔) ∈ 퐴̃, Λ ∶ Ω푥 → ℝ
푑 is of rank 푑
}
is anAS-set as the complement of 휔−1(0). Therefore
퐴0 =
{
푥 ∈ 퐴, Λ ∶ Ω푥 → ℝ
푑 is of rank 푑
}
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isAS as the image of the AS-set 퐴̃0 by the projection to the first factor which is an injective
AS-map.
Thus Φ(푥, 푣) = (푥,Λ(푣)) is a bijection whose graph is AS .
휋−1(퐴0)
Φ
//
휋
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
퐴0 × ℝ
푑
pr퐴0
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
퐴0
Consequently 휋 ∶ Ω → 퐴 is locally trivial for the AS-topology and hence it is an AS piece-
wise trivial fibration. ■
3.2 The Grothendieck ring of AS-sets
Definition 3.18. Let 퐾0(AS) be the free abelian group generated by [푋],푋 ∈ AS , modulo
(i) Let 푋, 푌 ∈ AS . If there is a bijection 푋 → 푌 with AS-graph, then [푋] = [푌 ];
(ii) If 푌 ⊂ 푋 are two AS-sets, then [푋] = [푋 ⧵ 푌 ] + [푌 ].
We put a ring structure on 퐾0(AS) by adding the following relation:
(iii) If 푋, 푌 ∈ AS , then [푋 × 푌 ] = [푋][푌 ].
Notation 3.19. We set 0 = [∅], 1 = [pt] and 핃 = [ℝ].
Remark 3.20. Notice that 0 is the unit of the addition and 1 the unit of the multiplication.
Remark 3.21. If 푝 ∶ 퐸 → 퐵 is an AS piecewise trivial fibration with fiber 퐹 , then
[퐸] = [퐵][퐹 ]
Definition 3.22. We setM = 퐾0(AS)
[
핃
−1
]
.
The authors of [31] proved there exists a unique additive (and multiplicative) invariant
of real algebraic varieties up to biregular morphisms which coincides with the Poincaré
polynomial for compact non-singular varieties. This construction relies on the weak fac-
torization theorem. Then G. Fichou [12] extended this construction to AS-sets up Nash
isomorphisms.
Next, in [32], they gave a new construction of the virtual Poincaré polynomial, related
to the weight filtration they introduced in real algebraic geometry. They proved it is an
invariant of AS-sets up to homeomorphism with AS-graph. Actually, using the additivity,
they proved it is an invariant of AS-sets up to AS-bijections (see [9, Remark 4.15]).
Theorem 3.23 ([31, 12, 32]). There is a unique ring morphism 훽 ∶ 퐾0(AS)→ ℤ[푢] such that if 푋
compact and non-singular then
훽([푋]) =
∑
푖≥0
dim퐻푖(푋,ℤ2)푢
푖.
We say that 훽([푋]) is the virtual Poincaré polynomial of 푋.
Moreover, if 푋 ≠ ∅, deg 훽(푋) = dim푋 and the leading coefficient of 훽(푋) is positive.
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Theorem 3.24 ([13, Theorem 1.16]). The virtual Poincaré polynomial is a ring isomorphism
훽 ∶ 퐾0(AS)
∼
←←←←→ ℤ[푢].
Remark 3.25. The virtual Poincaré polynomial induces a ring isomorphism
훽 ∶ M → ℤ[푢, 푢−1].
Definition 3.26. We define the ring M̂ as the completion of M with respect to the ring
filtration5 defined by the following subgroups induced by dimension
F푚M =
⟨
[푆]핃−푖, 푖 − dim푆 ≥ 푚⟩
i.e.
M̂ = lim
←←←←←←
M
/
F푚M .
Proposition 3.27. The virtual Poincaré polynomial induces a ring isomorphism
훽 ∶ M̂ → ℤ[푢]J푢−1K.
Proof. We have to prove that
lim
←←←←←←
푚
ℤ[푢, 푢−1]
/
F푚ℤ[푢, 푢−1] = ℤ[푢]J푢−1K
where F푚ℤ[푢, 푢−1] =
⟨
푓 ∈ ℤ[푢, 푢−1], deg푓 ≤ −푚⟩.
For 푛 < 푚, we define
휌푚,푛 ∶ ℤ[푢, 푢
−1]
/
F푚ℤ[푢, 푢−1] → ℤ[푢, 푢−1]
/
F푛ℤ[푢, 푢−1]
by
푟∑
푘=−푚+1
푎푘푢
푘
↦
푟∑
푘=−푛+1
푎푘푢
푘
and
휌푚 ∶ ℤ[푢]J푢
−1K→ ℤ[푢, 푢−1]
/
F푛ℤ[푢, 푢−1]
by
푟∑
푘=−∞
푎푘푢
푘
↦
푟∑
푘=−푚+1
푎푘푢
푘
By construction,
lim
←←←←←←
푚
ℤ[푢, 푢−1]
/
F푚ℤ[푢, 푢−1] =
{
(푓푚) ∈
∏
푚∈ℤ
ℤ[푢, 푢−1]
/
F푚ℤ[푢, 푢−1] , 푛 < 푚⇒ 휌푚,푛(푓푚) = 푓푛
}
The morphism
휑 ∶ ℤ[푢]J푢−1K → lim
←←←←←←
푚
ℤ[푢, 푢−1]
/
F푚ℤ[푢, 푢−1]
defined by 푓 ↦ (휌푚(푓 ))푚∈ℤ is an isomorphism. ■
5i.e. F푚+1M ⊂ F푚M and F푚M ⋅ F푛M ⊂ F푚+푛M. The last condition induces a ring structure on the group
M̂.
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Definition 3.28. For 훼 ∈ M, we define the virtual dimension of 훼 by dim 훼 = 푚 where 푚 is
the only integer such that 훼 ∈ F−푚M ⧵ F−푚+1M.
Proposition 3.29. dim 훼 = deg(훽(훼))
Remark 3.30. Notice that for 푥 ∈ M, (푥 + F푚M)푚 defines a basis of open neighborhoods.
This topology coincides with the one induced by the non-archimedean norm ‖ ⋅‖ ∶ M → ℝ
defined by ‖훼‖ = 푒dim(훼). The completion M̂ is exactly the topological completion with
respect to this non-archimedean norm. Particularly,
• Let (훼푛) ∈ M, then 훼푛 → 0 in M̂ if and only if dim(훼푛) → −∞.
• Let (훼푛) ∈ M, then
∑
푛 훼푛 converges in M̂ if and only if 훼푛 → 0 in M̂.
• The following equality holds in M̂:
(1 − 핃−푝)
∞∑
푖=0
핃
−푝푖 = 1
Definition 3.31. We define an order on M̂ as follows. For 푎, 푏 ∈ M̂, we set 푎 ⪯ 푏 if and
only if either 푏 = 푎 or the leading coefficient of the virtual Poincaré polynomial 훽(푏 − 푎) is
positive.
Remark 3.32. Notice that this real setting has good algebraic properties compared to its
complex counterpart:
• 퐾0(AS) is an integral domain whereas 퐾0(Varℂ) is not [43]. Indeed, there is no zero di-
visor in 퐾0(AS) whereas the class of the affine line is a zero divisor of 퐾0(Varℂ) [7] [30].
Notice that in particular 퐾0(Varℂ) →Mℂ = 퐾0(Varℂ)
[
핃
−1
ℂ
]
is not injective.
• The natural map M → M̂ is injective. Indeed its kernel is ∩푚F
푚M and the virtual
Poincaré polynomial allows us to conclude: if 훼 ∈ ∩푚F
푚M, then, for all 푚 ∈ ℤ, deg 훼 ≤ −푚
and hence 훼 = 0. In the complex case, it is not known whetherMℂ → M̂ℂ is injective.
3.3 Real motivic measure
M. Kontsevitch introduced motivic integration in the non-singular case where the measur-
able sets were the cylinders by using the fact that they are stable. Still in the non-singular
case, V. Batyrev [1, §6] enlarged the collection of measurable sets: a subset of the arc space
is measurable if it may be approximated by stable sets.
Concerning the singular case, J. Denef and F. Loeser [10] defined a measure and a first
family of measurable sets including cylinders. Then, in [11, Appendix], they used the tools
they developped in the singular case to adapt the definition of V. Batyrev to the singular
case. See also [28].
From now on we assume that 푋 is a 푑-dimensional algebraic subset of ℝ푁 .
Definition 3.33. A subset 퐴 ⊂ L(푋) is said to be stable at level 푛 if:
• For 푚 ≥ 푛, 휋푚(퐴) is an AS-subset of L푚(푋);
• For 푚 ≥ 푛, 퐴 = 휋−1푚 (휋푚(퐴));
• For 푚 ≥ 푛, 휋푚+1푚 ∶ 휋푚+1(퐴)→ 휋푚(퐴) is anAS piecewise trivial fibration with fiber ℝ푑 .
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Remark 3.34. Notice that, for the two first points, it is enough to verify that 휋푛(퐴) ∈ AS and
that 퐴 = 휋−1푛 (휋푛(퐴)) only for 푛. Indeed, then, for 푚 ≥ 푛, 휋푚(퐴) = (휋푚푛 )−1(휋푛(퐴)) is an AS-set
as inverse image of an AS-set by a projection.
Then the following proposition holds (notice that the condition 퐴 = 휋−1푚 (휋푚(퐴)) is quite
important).
Proposition 3.35. If 퐴,퐵 are stable subsets of L(푋), then 퐴 ∪ 퐵, 퐴 ∩ 퐵 and 퐴 ⧵ 퐵 are stable too.
Remark 3.36. Notice that L(푋)may not be stable when 푋 is singular.
Definition 3.37. For 퐴 ⊂ L(푋) a stable set, we define its measure by
휇(퐴) =
[휋푛(퐴)]
핃(푛+1)푑
∈ M, 푛 ≫ 1.
Definition 3.38. The virtual dimension of a stable set is
dim(퐴) = dim(휋푛(퐴)) − (푛 + 1)푑, 푛 ≫ 1.
Remark 3.39. Notice that the previous definitions don’t depend on 푛 for 푛 big enough.
Remark 3.40. Notice that dim(퐴) = dim(휇(퐴))where the second dimension is the one intro-
duced in Definition 3.28.
Definition 3.41. A subset 퐴 ⊂ L(푋) is measurable if, for every 푚 ∈ ℤ<0, there exist
• a stable set 퐴푚 ⊂ L(푋);
• a sequence of stable sets (퐶푚,푖 ⊂ L(푋))푖≥0
such that
• ∀푖, dim퐶푚,푖 < 푚;
• 퐴Δ퐴푚 ⊂ ∪퐶푚,푖
Then we define the measure of 퐴 by 휇(퐴) = lim
푚→−∞
휇(퐴푚).
Proposition 3.42. The previous limit is well defined in M̂ and doesn’t depend on the choices.
The proof of the above Proposition, presentedbelow, relies on the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.43. Let (퐴푖)푖∈ℕ≥0 be a decreasing sequence of non-emptyAS-sets
퐴1 ⊃ 퐴2 ⊃ ⋯
Then ⋂
푖∈푁
퐴푖 ≠ ∅.
Proof. Recall that 퐴
AS
denotes the smallest closed AS-set containing 퐴. We have the fol-
lowing sequence which stabilizes by noetherianity of the AS-topology:
퐴1
AS
⊃ 퐴2
AS
⊃ ⋯ ⊃ 퐴푘
AS
= 퐴푘+1
AS
= ⋯
Recall that AS-sets are exactly the constructible subsets of projective spaces for the AS-
topology whose closed sets are the semialgebraic arc-symmetric sets in the sense of [22].
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Hence 퐴푙 = ∪f inite(푈푖 ∩ 푉푖) where 푈푖 is AS-open, 푉푖 is AS-closed and 푈푖 ∩ 푉푖 ≠ ∅. We
may assume that the 푉푖’s are irreducible (up to spliting them) and that 푈푖 ∩ 푉푖
AS
= 푉푖 (up
to replacing 푉푖 by 푈푖 ∩ 푉푖
AS
). Hence we obtain the following decomposition as a union of
finitely many irreducible closed subsets 퐴푘
AS
= ∪푉푖 (it is not necessarily the irreducible
decomposition since we may have 푉푖 ⊂ 푉푗).
Fix 푍 an AS-irreducible subset of 퐴푘
AS
. By the previous discussion, for 푙 ≥ 푘, there
exists 푈푙 an open dense AS-subset of 푍 such that 푈푙 ⊂ 퐴푙.
By [40, Remark 2.7], dim(푍⧵푈푙) < dim푈푙 so that푍⧵푈푙 is a closed subset of푍 with empty
interior for the Euclidean topology. From Baire theorem, we deduce that the Euclidean
interior of ∪푙≥푘푍 ⧵ 푈푙 is empty. Hence ∩푙≥푘푈푙 is non-empty. ■
The following lemma is an adaptation to the real context of [1, Theorem 6.6].
Lemma 3.44. Let 퐴 ⊂ L(푋) be a stable set and (퐶푖)푖∈ℕ≥0 be a family of stable sets such that
퐴 ⊂
⋃
푖∈ℕ≥0
퐶푖
Then there exists 푙 ∈ ℕ≥0 such that
퐴 ⊂
푙⋃
푖=0
퐶푖
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 퐶푖 ⊂ 퐴 (up to replacing 퐶푖 by 퐶푖 ∩퐴).
Set 퐷푖 = 퐴 ⧵
(
퐶1 ∪⋯ ∪ 퐶푖
)
so that we get a decreasing sequence of stable sets
퐷1 ⊃ 퐷2 ⊃ 퐷3 ⊃ ⋯
satisfying ⋂
푖∈ℕ≥0
퐷푖 = ∅
Assume by contradiction that 퐴may not be covered by finitely many 퐶푖, then
∀푖 ∈ ℕ≥0, 퐷푖 ≠ ∅
Now assume that 퐴 is stable at level 푛 and that 퐷푖 is stable at level 푛푖 ≥ 푛. Then 휋푛(퐷푖) =
휋
푛푖
푛 (휋푛푖 (퐷푖)) ∈ AS as the image of an AS-set by a regular map whose fibers have odd Euler
characteristic with compact support, see [40, Theorem 4.3]. Hence, by Lemma 3.43,
퐵푛 =
⋂
푖∈ℕ≥0
휋푛(퐷푖) ≠ ∅
Choose 푢푛 ∈ 퐵푛.
Now set
퐵푛+1 =
⋂
푖∈ℕ≥0
휋푛+1(퐷푖) ≠ ∅
As before each 휋푛+1(퐷푖) is a non-empty AS-set. Notice that (휋
푛+1
푛 )
−1(푢푛) is a non-empty AS-
subset of L푛+1(푋). Then, by Lemma 3.43, 퐵푛+1 ∩ (휋
푛+1
푛 )
−1(푢푛) ≠ ∅. This way, there exists
푢푛+1 ∈ 퐵푛+1 such that 휋
푛+1
푛 (푢푛+1) = 푢푛.
Therefore, we may inductively construct a sequence
(
푢푚 ∈ L푚(푋)
)
푚≥푛 such that:
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• 푢푚 ∈ 퐵푚 =
⋂
푖∈ℕ≥0
휋푚(퐷푖) ≠ ∅;
• 휋푚+1푚 (푢푚+1) = 푢푚.
This defines an element 푢 ∈ L(푋) such that for all 푚 ≥ 푛, 휋푚(푢) ∈ 퐵푚. Hence for 푖 ∈ ℕ≥0,
휋푛푖 (푢) ∈ 퐵푛푖 ⊂ 휋푛푖 (퐷푖). Since 퐷푖 is stable at level 푛푖, 푢 ∈ 휋
−1
푛푖
(휋푛푖 (퐷푖)) = 퐷푖.
Therefore 푢 ∈
⋂
퐷푖 which is a contradiction. ■
Proof of Proposition 3.42. We first prove that the limit is well defined. Let 퐴푚, 퐶푚,푖 be as in
the definition. Then for 푚1, 푚2 ∈ ℤ<0,
퐴푚1Δ퐴푚2 ⊂
⋃
푖∈ℕ≥0
(퐶푚1,푖 ∪ 퐶푚2,푖)
By Lemma 3.44, there exists 푙 ∈ ℕ≥0 such that
퐴푚1Δ퐴푚2 ⊂
푙⋃
푖=0
(퐶푚1,푖 ∪ 퐶푚2,푖)
hence dim(퐴푚1Δ퐴푚2) ≤ max(푚1, 푚2). Thus 휇(퐴푚) is a Cauchy sequence and its limit is well
defined in the completion M̂.
We now check that the limit doesn’t depend on the choices. Let 퐴′푚, 퐶
′
푚,푖
be another
choice of data for the measurability of 퐴. Fix 푚 ∈ ℤ<0 then
퐴푚Δ퐴
′
푚 ⊂
⋃
푖∈ℕ≥0
(퐶푚,푖 ∪ 퐶
′
푚,푖)
By Lemma 3.44, there exists 푙 ∈ ℕ≥0 such that
퐴푚Δ퐴
′
푚 ⊂
푙⋃
푖=0
(퐶푚,푖 ∪ 퐶
′
푚,푖)
Hence dim(퐴푚Δ퐴
′
푚) < 푚 and lim푚→−∞
휇(퐴푚) = lim푚→−∞
휇(퐴′푚). ■
Proposition 3.45. If퐴,퐵 aremeasurable subsets ofL(푋), then퐴∪퐵,퐴∩퐵 and퐴⧵퐵 aremeasurable
too.
Proof. Assume that퐴 and퐵 aremeasurable, respectivelywith the data퐴푚, 퐶푚,푖 and퐵푚, 퐷푚,푖.
• 퐴 ∪ 퐵 is measurable since
(퐴 ∪ 퐵)Δ(퐴푚 ∪ 퐵푚) ⊂
⋃
(퐶푚,푖 ∪퐷푚,푖)
• In order to prove that 퐴 ⧵ 퐵 is measurable, we may use the previous point and assume
that 퐵 ⊂ 퐴 up to replacing 퐴 by 퐴 ∪ 퐵. Similarly, we may assume that 퐵푚 ⊂ 퐴푚. Then
(퐴 ⧵ 퐵)Δ(퐴푚 ⧵ 퐵푚) ⊂
⋃
퐶푚,푖 ∪퐷푚,푖
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• Using both previous points, we obtain that퐴∩퐵 = (퐴∪퐵)⧵(((퐴 ∪ 퐵) ⧵ 퐴) ∪ ((퐴 ∪ 퐵) ⧵ 퐵))
is measurable.
■
Proposition 3.46. The measure is additive on disjoint unions:
휇(퐴 ⊔ 퐵) = 휇(퐴) + 휇(퐵)
Proof. According to the previous proof we have
휇(퐴 ⊔ 퐵) = lim
푚→∞
(
휇(퐴푚) + 휇(퐵푚) − 휇(퐴푚 ∩ 퐵푚)
)
and
0 = 휇(퐴 ∩ 퐵) = lim
푚→∞
휇(퐴푚 ∩ 퐵푚)
Hence
휇(퐴 ⊔ 퐵) = lim
푚→∞
휇(퐴푚) + lim푚→∞
휇(퐵푚) = 휇(퐴) + 휇(퐵)
■
Proposition 3.47. Let (퐵푛)푛∈ℕ≥0 be a sequence of measurable sets with dim퐵푛 → −∞.
Then 퐵 = ∪퐵푛 is measurable and
휇(퐵) = lim
푛→+∞
휇
(⋃
푘≤푛
퐵푘
)
.
Furthermore, if the sets 퐵푛 are pairwise disjoint, then
휇(퐵) =
∞∑
푛=0
휇
(
퐵푘
)
.
Proof. By Definition 3.41 for each 푛 ∈ ℕ≥0 and 푚 ∈ ℤ<0 there are stable sets 퐴푛,푚 and 퐶푛,푚,푖,
dim퐶푛,푚,푖 < 푚 such that
퐵푛Δ퐴푛,푚 ⊂
⋃
푖
퐶푛,푚,푖.
For 푚 ∈ ℤ<0 choose 푁 ∈ ℕ≥0 such that if 푛 ≥ 푁 then dim퐵푛 < 푚.
Note that then dim퐴푛,푚 < 푚. Let us set 퐴푚 =
⋃
푘<푁
퐴푘,푚. Then
⋃
푛
퐵푛Δ퐴푚 ⊂
⋃
푛,푖
퐶푛,푚,푖 ∪
⋃
푛≥푁
퐴푛,푚.
This shows that 퐵 is measurable. The other properties follows easily. ■
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3.4 Measurability of the cylinders
Lemma 3.48. Let 푋 be a 푑-dimensional algebraic subset of ℝ푁 . Let 푆 ⊂ 푋 be an algebraic subset
of 푋 with dim푆 < 푑. For every 푒 ∈ ℕ≥0, there exists푁 ∈ ℕ≥0 such that
∀푖, 푛 ∈ ℕ≥0, 푛 ≥ 푖 ≥ 푁 ⇒ dim (휋푛 (휋−1푖 (L푖(푆)))) ≤ (푛 + 1)푑 − 푒 − 1
where 휋푛 denotes the 푛-th truncation map for 푋
∀푛 ∈ ℕ≥0, 휋푛 ∶ L(푋)→ L푛(푋)
and where L(푆) ⊂ L(푋) and ∀푖 ∈ ℕ≥0, L푖(푆) ⊂ L푖(푋).
Proof. By Greenberg Theorem 3.9 applied to 푆, there exists 푐 ∈ ℕ≥0 such that
휋푒
(
휋−1푐푒
(
L푐푒(푆)
))
= 휋푒 (L(푆))
Let푁 = 푐푒 and 푛 ≥ 푁 . By 3.8.(1) applied to
휋푛
(
휋−1푐푒
(
L푐푒(푆)
))
→ 휋푒
(
휋−1푐푒
(
L푐푒(푆)
))
we get that
dim
(
휋푛
(
휋−1푐푒
(
L푐푒(푆)
))) ≤ dim (휋푒 (휋−1푐푒 (L푐푒(푆)))) + (푛 − 푒)푑
But
휋푒
(
휋−1푐푒
(
L푐푒(푆)
))
= 휋푒 (L(푆))
so that (see [8, Proposition 2.33.(i)])
dim
(
휋푛
(
휋−1푐푒
(
L푐푒(푆)
))) ≤ (푒 + 1)(푑 − 1) + (푛 − 푒)푑 = (푛 + 1) − 푒 − 1
Now if 푛 ≥ 푖 ≥ 푁(= 푐푒), the result derives from the inclusion
휋푛
(
휋−1푖
(
L푖(푆)
))
⊂ 휋푛
(
휋−1푐푒
(
L푐푒(푆)
))
■
Definition 3.49. Let 푋 ⊂ ℝ푁 be an algebraic subset. For 푖 ∈ ℕ>0, we set
퐶푖(푋) = L
(푖)(푋) ⧵ L(푖−1)(푋).
Remark 3.50. 퐶푖(푋) =
{
훾 ∈ L(푋), ∀ℎ ∈ 퐻푋 , ord푡 ℎ◦훾 ≥ 푖, ∃ℎ̃ ∈ 퐻푋 , ord푡 ℎ̃◦훾 = 푖}
Proposition 3.51. For 푖 ∈ ℕ>0, 퐶푖(푋) is stable and
lim
푖→+∞
dim퐶푖(푋) = −∞
Proof. Fix some 푖 ∈ ℕ>0. First, 퐶푖(푋) is stable at level 푖 since the L
(푒)(푋) are stable by Propo-
sition 3.16.
Notice that 휋푖−1(퐶푖(푋)) ⊂ L푖−1(푋sing). Hence
퐶푖(푋) ⊂ 휋
−1
푖−1
(휋푖−1(퐶푖(푋))) ⊂ 휋
−1
푖−1
(
L푖−1(푋sing)
)
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and then
휋푖(퐶푖(푋)) ⊂ 휋푖
(
휋−1
푖−1
(
L푖−1(푋sing)
))
.
As explained in Remark 3.14, we may apply Greenberg Theorem 3.9 to 퐻푋 so that
Lemma 3.48 holds for 푋sing.
Hence, for all 푒 ∈ ℕ≥0, there exists푁 ∈ ℕ≥0 so that for 푖 ≥ 푁 we have
dim
(
휋푖(퐶푖(푋))
)
− (푖 + 1)푑 ≤ dim (휋푖 (휋−1푖−1 (L푖−1(푋sing)))) − (푖 + 1)푑 ≤ −푒
■
Corollary 3.52. A subset 퐴 ⊂ L(푋) is measurable if and only if ∀푒 ≫ 0, 퐴∩L(푒)(푋) is measurable.
Proof. By Proposition 3.16 everyL(푒)(푋) is stable and therefore if퐴 is measurable so is every
퐴 ∩ L(푒)(푋).
Suppose now that ∀푒 ≥ 푁, 퐴 ∩ L(푒)(푋) is measurable. Then so are 퐴 ∩ 퐶푖(푋) for 푖 > 푁 .
Hence
퐴 =
(
퐴 ∩ L(푁)(푋)
)
∪
⋃
푖>푁
(
퐴 ∩ 퐶푖(푋)
)
is measurable by Proposition 3.47. ■
Definition 3.53. A cylinder at level 푛 is a subset 퐴 ⊂ L(푋) of the form
퐴 = 휋−1푛 (퐶)
for 퐶 an AS-subset of L푛(푋).
Remark 3.54. A cylinder at level 푛 is a cylinder at level 푚 for 푚 ≥ 푛. Indeed 휋푛 = 휋푚푛 ◦휋푚 so
that 휋−1푛 (퐶) = 휋
−1
푚
(
(휋푚푛 )
−1(퐶)
)
where (휋푚푛 )
−1(퐶) ∈ AS as the inverse image of an AS-set by
a projection.
The following result derives from Proposition 3.16.
Proposition 3.55. If 푋 is non-singular, a cylinder of L(푋) is stable.
Proposition 3.56. A cylinder 퐴 ⊂ L(푋) is measurable and
휇(퐴) = lim
푚→+∞
휇
(
퐴 ∩ L(푚)(푋)
)
Proof. ByProposition 3.51, wemay construct by induction an increasingmap휑 ∶ ℕ>0 → ℕ>0
such that
푖 ≥ 휑(푠)⇒ dim퐶푖(푋) < −푠
Let 푚 ∈ ℤ<0. Set 퐴푚 = 퐴 ∩ L
(휑(−푚))(푋). Then 퐴푚 is stable by Proposition 3.16 and
퐴Δ퐴푚 = 퐴 ⧵ L
(휑(−푚))(푋) = 퐴 ∩ 휋−1
휑(−푚)
(
L휑(−푚)(푋sing)
)
⊂
⋃
푖≥휑(−푚)
퐶푖(푋)
where 퐶푖(푋) is stable with dim퐶푖(푋) < 푚. Hence 퐴 is measurable and
휇(퐴) = lim
푚→+∞
휇
(
퐴 ∩ L(휑(푚))(푋)
)
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The second part of the statement derives from the fact that
(
휇
(
퐴 ∩ L(푚)(푋)
))
푚∈ℕ>0
is
already a Cauchy sequence. Assume that 퐴 is a cylinder at level 푠 then 퐴 ∩L(푚)(푋) is stable
at level max(푚, 푠). Indeed fix 푘 ∈ ℕ≥0. Then, for 푛 ≥ 푚′ ≥ 푚 ≥ max(휑(푘), 푠), we get
휇
(
퐴 ∩ L(푚)
′
(푋)
)
− 휇
(
퐴 ∩ L(푚)(푋)
)
=
[
휋푛
(
퐴 ∩ L(푚
′)(푋)
)]
핃−(푛+1)푑
−
[
휋푛
(
퐴 ∩ L(푚)(푋)
)]
핃−(푛+1)푑
=
[
휋푛
(
퐴 ∩ L(푚
′)(푋)
)
⧵ 휋푛
(
퐴 ∩ L(푚)(푋)
)]
핃−(푛+1)푑
∈ F푘M
■
Corollary 3.57. For 푌 ⊂ 푋 an algebraic subset, set
L(푋, 푌 ) = {훾 ∈ L(푋), 훾(0) ∈ 푌 }
then
• L(푋, 푌 ) is a measurable subset of L(푋);
• in particular, L(푋) is measurable.
Proof. Indeed, L(푋) = 휋−1
0
(푋) and L(푋, 푌 ) = 휋−1
0
(푌 ) are cylinders. ■
Corollary 3.58. If 푌 ⊂ 푋 is an algebraic subset with dim 푌 < dim푋, then L(푌 ) ⊂ L(푋) is
measurable of measure 0:
휇L(푋) (L(푌 )) = 0
Proof. Notice that L(푌 ) is a countable intersection of cylinders:
L(푌 ) =
⋂
푛∈ℕ≥0
휋−1푛 (L푛(푌 ))
Then 휋−1푛 (L푛(푌 )) is measurable as a cylinder and
dim휇
(
휋−1푛 (L푛(푌 ))
) ≤ (푛 + 1)(dim푌 − dim푋) ←←←←←←←←←←←→
푛→∞
−∞
■
3.5 Motivic integral and the change of variables formula
Definition 3.59. Let 푋 ⊂ ℝ푁 be an algebraic subset. Let 퐴 ⊂ L(푋) be a measurable set. Let
훼 ∶ 퐴 → ℕ≥0 ∪ {∞} be such that each fiber is measurable and 휇(훼−1(∞)) = 0. We say that
핃
−훼 is integrable if the following sequence converges in M̂:
∫퐴 핃
−훼d휇 =
∑
푛≥0
휇
(
훼−1(푛)
)
핃
−푛
Definition 3.60. We say that a semialgebraic map 휎 ∶ 푀 → 푋 between semialgebraic sets
is generically one-to-one if there exists a semialgebraic set 푆 ⊂ 푋 satisfying dim(푆) < dim(푋),
dim
(
휎−1(푆)
)
< dim(푀) and ∀푝 ∈ 푋 ⧵ 푆, #휎−1(푝) = 1.
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Definition 3.61. Let 휎 ∶ 푀 → 푋 be a Nash map between a 푑-dimensional non-singular
algebraic set푀 and an algebraic subset 푋 ⊂ ℝ푁 . For a real analytic arc 훾 ∶ (ℝ, 0)→푀 , we
set
ord푡 jac휎(훾(푡)) = min
{
ord푡 훿(훾(푡)), ∀훿 푑-minor of Jac휎
}
,
where the Jacobian matrix Jac휎 is defined using a local system of coordinates around 훾(0)
in푀 .
The following lemma is a generalization of Denef–Loeser change of variables key lemma
[10, Lemma 3.4] to generically one-to-one Nash maps in the real context.
Lemma 3.62 ([8, Lemma 4.5]). Let 휎 ∶ 푀 → 푋 be a proper generically one-to-one Nash map
where 푀 is a non-singular 푑-dimensional algebraic subset of ℝ푝 and 푋 a 푑-dimensional algebraic
subset of ℝ푁 . For 푒, 푒′ ∈ ℕ≥0 and 푛 ∈ ℕ≥0, set
Δ푒,푒′ =
{
훾 ∈ L(푀), ord푡 jac휎(훾(푡)) = 푒, 휎∗(훾) ∈ L
(푒′)(푋)
}
, Δ푒,푒′,푛 = 휋푛
(
Δ푒,푒′
)
,
where 휎∗ ∶ L(푀) → L(푋) is induced by 휎.
Then for 푛 ≥ max(2푒, 푒′) the following holds:
(i) Given 훾 ∈ Δ푒,푒′ and 훿 ∈ L(푋) with 휎∗(훾) ≡ 훿 mod 푡푛+1 there exists a unique 휂 ∈ L(푀)
such that 휎∗(휂) = 훿 and 휂 ≡ 훾 mod 푡푛−푒+1.
(ii) Let 훾, 휂 ∈ L(푀). If 훾 ∈ Δ푒,푒′ and 휎∗(훾) ≡ 휎∗(휂) mod 푡푛+1 then 훾 ≡ 휂 mod 푡푛−푒+1 and
휂 ∈ Δ푒,푒′ .
(iii) The set Δ푒,푒′,푛 is a union of fibers of 휎∗푛.
(iv) 휎∗푛(Δ푒,푒′,푛) is an AS-set and 휎∗푛|Δ푒,푒′ ,푛 ∶ Δ푒,푒′,푛 → 휎∗푛(Δ푒,푒′,푛) is an AS piecewise trivial
fibration with fiber ℝ푒.
Lemma 3.63. Let 휎 ∶ 푋 → 푌 be a Nash map between algebraic sets. If 퐴 ⊂ L(푌 ) is a cylinder then
휎−1∗ (퐴) ⊂ L(푋) is also a cylinder.
Proof. Assume that 퐴 = 휋−1푛 (퐶) where 퐶 is an AS-subset of L푛(푌 ). Then we have the fol-
lowing commutative diagram:
L(푋)
휎∗
//
휋푛

L(푌 )
휋푛

L푛(푋) 휎∗푛
// L푛(푌 )
Notice that 휎∗푛 is polynomial and thus its graph isAS so that the inverse image of anAS-set
by 휎∗푛 is also an AS-set. Hence 휎
−1
∗ (퐴) = 휋
−1
푛 (휎
−1
∗푛 (퐶))where 휎
−1
∗푛 (퐶) is AS . ■
Proposition 3.64. Let 휎 ∶ 푀 → 푋 be a proper generically one-to-one Nash map where 푀 is a
non-singular 푑-dimensional algebraic subset of ℝ푝 and 푋 a 푑-dimensional algebraic subset of ℝ푁 .
If 퐴 ⊂ L(푋) is a measurable subset, then the inverse image 휎−1∗ (퐴) is also measurable.
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Proof. Let
푆′ = 휎−1(푋sing ∪ 푆) ∪ Σ휎
Zar
where 푆 ⊂ 푋 is as in Definition 3.60 and Σ휎 is the critical set of 휎. Notice that the Zariski-
closure of a semialgebraic set doesn’t change its dimension. ThereforeL(푆′) is a measurable
subset of L(푀) with measure 0.
Hence 휎−1∗ (퐴) is measurable if and only if 휎
−1
∗ (퐴) ⧵ L(푆
′) is measurable and then
휇
(
휎−1∗ (퐴)
)
= 휇
(
휎−1∗ (퐴) ⧵ L(푆
′)
)
Since 퐴 is measurable, there exists 퐴푚 and 퐶푚,푖 as in Definition 3.41. Hence for all 푚 ∈
ℤ<0,
휎−1∗ (퐴)Δ휎
−1
∗ (퐴푚) ⊂
⋃
푖
휎−1∗ (퐶푚,푖)
and
(1)
(
휎−1∗ (퐴) ⧵ L(푆
′)
)
Δ
(
휎−1∗ (퐴푚) ⧵ L(푆
′)
)
⊂
⋃
푖
(
휎−1∗ (퐶푚,푖) ⧵ L(푆
′)
)
By Lemma 3.63 the sets 휎−1∗ (퐴푚) and 휎
−1
∗ (퐶푚,푖) are cylinders, therefore they are stable sets
by Proposition 3.55 since푀 is non-singular.
By definition of 푆′,
L(푀) ⧵ L(푆′) ⊂
⋃
푒,푒′
Δ푒,푒′
By Lemma 3.44, there exists 푘 such that
L(푀) ⧵ L(푆′) ⊂
⋃
푒,푒′≤푘
Δ푒,푒′
Thus, by Lemma 3.62, dim
(
휎−1∗ (퐶푚,푖) ⧵ L(푆
′)
)
< 푘 + 푚.
This allows one to prove that 휎−1∗ (퐴) ⧵ L(푆
′) is measurable by shifting the index 푚 in
(1). ■
Proposition 3.65. Let 휎 ∶ 푀 → 푋 be a proper generically one-to-one Nash map where 푀 is a
non-singular 푑-dimensional algebraic subset of ℝ푝 and 푋 a 푑-dimensional algebraic subset of ℝ푁 .
If 퐴 ⊂ L(푀) is a measurable subset, then the image 휎∗(퐴) is also measurable.
Proof. We use the same 푆′ as in the proof of Proposition 3.64. Then L(푆′) and 휎∗
(
L(푆′)
)
have measure 0 so that it is enough to prove that 휎∗
(
퐴 ⧵ L(푆′)
)
is measurable.
Lemma 3.66. There exists 푘 such that for every stable set 퐵 ⊂ L(푀) ⧵ L(푆′), 휎∗(퐵) is stable and
dim
(
휎∗(퐵)
)
< dim(퐵) − 푘.
Proof. By definition of 푆′ and Lemma 3.44, there exists 푘 such that
퐵 ⊂ L(푀) ⧵ L(푆′) ⊂
⋃
푒,푒′≤푘
Δ푒,푒′
Then the lemma derives from Lemma 3.62. ■
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Assume that 퐴 is measurable with the data 퐴푚, 퐶푚,푖 then
퐴Δ퐴푚 ⊂
⋃
퐶푚,푖
so that
(퐴 ⧵ L(푆′))Δ(퐴푚 ⧵ L(푆
′)) ⊂
⋃
퐶푚,푖 ⧵ L(푆
′)
and
휎∗(퐴 ⧵ L(푆
′))Δ휎∗(퐴푚 ⧵ L(푆
′)) ⊂ 휎∗
(
(퐴 ⧵ L(푆′))Δ(퐴푚 ⧵ L(푆
′))
)
⊂
⋃
휎∗
(
퐶푚,푖 ⧵ L(푆
′)
)
Then we may conclude using Lemma 3.66. ■
Theorem 3.67. Let 휎 ∶ 푀 → 푋 be a proper generically one-to-one Nash map where푀 is a non-
singular 푑-dimensional algebraic subset of ℝ푝 and 푋 a 푑-dimensional algebraic subset of ℝ푁 .
Let 퐴 ⊂ L(푋) be a measurable set. Let 훼 ∶ 퐴 → ℕ≥0 ∪ {∞} be such that 핃−훼 is integrable.
Then 핃−(훼◦휎∗+ord푡 jac휎 ) is integrable on 휎−1∗ (퐴) and
∫퐴∩Im(휎∗) 핃
−훼d휇L(푋) = ∫휎−1∗ (퐴) 핃
−(훼◦휎∗+ord푡 jac휎 )d휇L(푀 )
where 휎∗ ∶ L(푀) → L(푋) is induced by 휎.
Proof. Set 훽 = 훼◦휎∗ + ord푡 jac휎 . By Proposition 3.64, 휎
−1
∗ (퐴) and the fibers of 훼◦휎∗ are mea-
surable.
Notice that
훽−1(푛) =
푛⨆
푒=0
(
(훼◦휎∗)
−1(푛 − 푒) ∩ (ord푡 jac휎)
−1(푒) ∩ 휎−1∗ (퐴)
)
so that the fibers of 훽 are measurable.
As in the proof of Proposition 3.64, up to replacing 휎−1∗ (퐴) by 휎
−1
∗ (퐴) ⧵ L(푆
′), we may
assume that
휎−1∗ (퐴) ⊂
⋃
푒,푒′≤푘
Δ푒,푒′
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Using Lemma 3.62, we obtain
∫휎−1∗ (퐴) 핃
−(훼◦휎∗+ord푡 jac휎 )d휇L(푀 ) =
∑
푒,푒′≤푘∫휎−1∗ (퐴)∩Δ푒,푒′
핃
−(훼◦휎∗+ord푡 jac휎 )d휇L(푀 )
=
∑
푒,푒′≤푘
∑
푛≥푒
휇
(
훾 ∈ 휎−1∗ (퐴) ∩ Δ푒,푒′ , 훼◦휎∗(훾) = 푛 − 푒
)
핃
−푛
=
∑
푒,푒′≤푘
∑
푛≥푒
휇
(
훾 ∈ 퐴 ∩ 휎∗(Δ푒,푒′), 훼(훾) = 푛 − 푒
)
핃
−(푛−푒)
=
∑
푒,푒′≤푘
∑
푛≥0
휇
(
훾 ∈ 퐴 ∩ 휎∗(Δ푒,푒′), 훼(훾) = 푛
)
핃
−푛
=
∑
푛≥0
∑
푒,푒′≤푘
휇
(
훾 ∈ 퐴 ∩ 휎∗(Δ푒,푒′), 훼(훾) = 푛
)
핃
−푛
=
∑
푛≥0
휇
(
훾 ∈ 퐴 ∩ Im(휎∗), 훼(훾) = 푛
)
핃
−푛
= ∫퐴∩Im(휎∗) 핃
−훼d휇L(푋)
Notice that Im(휎∗) is measurable by Proposition 3.65. ■
4 An inverse mapping theorem for blow-Nash maps
4.1 Blow-Nash and generically arc-analytic maps
Definition 4.1 ([22, Définition 4.1]). Let 푋 and 푌 be two real algebraic sets. We say that
푓 ∶ 푋 → 푌 is arc-analytic if for every real analytic arc 훾 ∶ (−1, 1) → 푋 the composition
푓◦훾 ∶ (−1, 1)→ 푌 is also real analytic.
Definition 4.2 ([8, Definition 2.22]). Let푋 and 푌 be two algebraic sets. We say that the map
푓 ∶ 푋 → 푌 is generically arc-analytic if there exists an algebraic subset 푆 ⊂ 푋 satisfying
dim푆 < dim푋 and such that if 훾 ∶ (−1, 1)→ 푋 is a real analytic arc not entirely included in
푆, then the composition 푓◦훾 ∶ (−1, 1)→ 푌 is also real analytic.
Definition 4.3. Let 푋 and 푌 be two algebraic sets. We say that 푓 ∶ 푋 → 푌 is blow-Nash if
푓 is semialgebraic and if there exists a finite sequence of algebraic blowings-up with non-
singular centers 휎 ∶ 푀 → 푋 such that 푓◦휎 ∶ 푀 → 푌 is real analytic (and hence Nash).
Lemma 4.4 ([8, Lemma 2.27]). Let 푓 ∶ 푋 → 푌 be a semialgebraic map between two real algebraic
sets. Then 푓 ∶ 푋 → 푌 is blow-Nash if and only if 푓 is generically arc-analytic.
Remark 4.5. In the non-singular case, the previous lemma derives from [2] or [39].
Assumption 4.6. For the rest of this section we assume that 푋 ⊂ ℝ푁 and 푌 ⊂ ℝ푀 are two
푑-dimensional algebraic sets and that 푓 ∶ 푋 → 푌 is blow-Nash. Since 푓 is, in particular,
semialgebraic, it is real analytic in the complement of an algebraic subset 푆 of 푋 of dimen-
sion < 푑. We may choose 푆 sufficiently big so that 푆 contains the singular set of 푋 and
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the non-analyticity set of 푓 . Because 푓 is blow-Nash we may suppose, moreover, that 푓 is
analytic on every analytic arc 훾 not included entirely in 푆. Then for every 훾 ∈ L(푋) ⧵ L(푆),
푓◦훾 ∈ L(푌 ).
We say that such 푓 is generically of maximal rank if the Jacobian matrix of 푓 is of rank 푑
on a dense semialgebraic subset of 푋 ⧵ 푆.
Let 훾 ∈ L(푋) ⧵ L(푆). Then the limit of tangent spaces 푇훾(푡)푋 exists in the Grassmannian
픾푁,푑 of 푑-dimensional linear subspaces ofℝ
푁 . After a linear change of coordinates we may
assume that this limit is equal to ℝ푑 ⊂ ℝ푁 . Then (푥1,… , 푥푑) is a local system of coordinates
at every 훾(푡), 푡 ≠ 0. Fix 퐽 = {푗1,… , 푗푑) with 1 ≤ 푗1 < ⋯ < 푗푑 ≤푀 . Then, for 푡 ≠ 0,
d푓푗1 ∧⋯ ∧ d푓푗푑 (훾(푡)) = 휂퐽 (푡) d푥1 ∧⋯ ∧ d푥푑 ,
where 휂퐽 (푡) is a semialgebraic function, well-defined for 푡 ≠ 0. Indeed, let Γ푓 ⊂ ℝ푁+푀
denote the graph of 푓 and let 휏Γ푓 ∶ Reg(Γ푓 ) → 픾푁+푀,푑 be theGaussmap. It is semialgebraic,
see e.g. [6, Proposition 3.4.7], [23]. Denote by Γ̃푓 the closure of its image and by 휋푓 ∶ Γ̃푓 →
Γ푓 the induced projection. Then 훾 lifts to a semialgebraic arc 훾 in Γ̃푓 . The limits lim푡→0+ 훾(푡)
and lim푡→0− 훾(푡) exist, and as follows from Proposition 4.10 they coincide.
Denote by 퐸 → 픾푁+푀,푑 the tautological bundle. Thus each fiber of 퐸 → 픾푁+푀,푑 is
a 푑-dimensional vector subspace of ℝ푁+푀 . We denote by (푥1,… , 푥푁 , 푓1,… 푓푀 ) the linear
coordinates in ℝ푁+푀 . Then the restriction of alternating 푑-forms to each 푉 푑 ∈ 픾푁+푀,푑
gives an identity
d푓푗1 ∧⋯ ∧ d푓푗푑 = 휂퐽 (푉
푑) d푥1 ∧⋯ ∧ d푥푑
that defines a semialgebraic function 휂퐽 (푉푑) on 픾푁+푀,푑 with values in ℝ ∪ {±∞}. Then
휂퐽 (푡) = 휂퐽 (훾(푡)). As follows from Proposition 4.10, 휂퐽 (푡) is meromorphic and ord푡 휂퐽 ∈ ℤ ∪
{∞}.
The following notion generalizes the order defined in Definition 3.61.
Definition 4.7. The order of the Jacobian determinant of 푓 along 훾 is defined as
ord푡 jac푓 (훾) = min
퐽
{ord푡 휂퐽 (푡)}.
If 휂(푡) ≡ 0 then we define its order as +∞.
Definition 4.8. We say that the Jacobian determinant of 푓 is bounded from above (resp. below)
if there exists 푆 ⊂ 푋 as in 4.6 such that for every 훾 ∈ L(푋) ⧵ L(푆), ord푡 jac푓 (훾) ≥ 0 (resp.
ord푡 jac푓 (훾) ≤ 0).
4.2 Resolution diagram of 푓
Let 푔 ∶푀 → 푋 be aNashmapwhere푀 is a non-singular algebraic set and푋 is an algebraic
subset of ℝ푁 . Denote by O푀 the sheaf of Nash functions on푀 .
Assume that dim푀 = dim푋 = 푑. Then the Jacobian sheaf J푔 of 푔 is the sheaf of O푀 -ideals
generated, in a local system of coordinates 푧1,… , 푧푑 on푀 , by
J푔 =
⟨
휕
(
푔푖1 ,… , 푔푖푑
)
휕(푧1,… , 푧푑)
, 1 ≤ 푖1 < ⋯ < 푖푑 ≤ 푁
⟩
.
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Let 퐷 = ∪퐷푖 ⊂ 푀 be a divisor with normal crossings. We say that a local system of
coordinates 푧1,… , 푧푑 at 푝 ∈ 푀 is compatible with 퐷 if 퐷 at 푝 is the zero set of a monomial
in 푧푖 or 푝 ∉ 퐷.
Proposition 4.9. Let 푔 ∶ 푀 → 푋 be as in the previous definition. Then there exists 휎 ∶ 푀̃ → 푀
the composition of a sequence of blowings-up with smooth algebraic centers and an algebraic divisor
with simple normal crossings 퐷 = ∪퐷푖 ⊂ 푀̃ such that in any local Nash system of coordinates
compatible with 퐷, J푔◦휎 is generated by a monomial.
Proof. First we fix a regular (in the algebraic sense) differential form 휔푀 of degree 푑 on푀
which is not identically zero on every component of푀 .
There exists a sequence of blowings-upwhose Jacobiandeterminant is a normal crossing
divisor and such that the compositions with the coefficients of휔푀 are also normal crossings,
see for instance [3, Theorem 1.10]. Then the zero set of the pullback of 휔푀 is a divisor with
simple normal crossings.
Up to composing with blowings-up, this allows us to assume that the zero set of 휔푀 ,
denoted by 푍(휔푀 ), is a divisor with simple normal crossings.
Since푀 , andhence푍(휔푀 ), is affine there is a regular function휑 on푀 such that푍(휔푀 ) ⊂
div휑. By performing additional blowings-up we may assume that div(휑) is a divisor with
normal crossings.
For 퐼 = {푖1,… , 푖푑} ⊂ {1,… , 푁}, let 휋퐼 ∶ 푋 → ℝ
푑 be defined by 휋퐼 (푥1,… , 푥푁) =
(푥푖1 ,… , 푥푖푑 ). We consider the algebraic differential form 휔퐼 = 휋
∗(d푥푖1 ∧⋯ ∧ d푥푖푑 ). Then
휑푔∗휔퐼 = ℎ퐼휔푀 ,
where ℎ퐼 is aNash function on푀 . By [9, Proposition 2.11],wemay find a finite composition
of blowings-up 휎 ∶ 푀̃ → 푀 , with smooth algebraic centers, such that ℎ퐼◦휎 is locally a
monomial times a Nash unit. More precisely, let 퐷 ⊂ 푀̃ be the union of 휎−1(div휑) and the
exceptional divisor of 휎. Wemay suppose that퐷 is with simple normal crossings and hence
ℎ퐼◦휎 equals a monomial times a Nash unit, in any local system of coordinates compatible
with 퐷.
Let 푧1,… , 푧푑 be such a local system of coordinates and let 푔̃ = 푔◦휎. Then
푔̃∗휔퐼 =
휕
(
푔̃푖1 ,… , 푔̃푖푑
)
휕(푧1,… , 푧푑)
d푧 = 휑−1ℎ퐼휎
∗휔푀 = 푧
훼퐼 푢(푧)d푧,
where 푢 is a unit.
We may apply the above procedure to all 휔퐼 and their differences. Then, by [48, Begin-
ning of the proof of Proposition 2.1], see also [2, Lemma 6.5], we conclude that the ideal
generated by such 푔̃∗휔퐼 is, locally, principal and generated by a monomial. ■
Let 푝 ∶ Γ → 푋 be a composition of finitely many algebraic blowings-up such that
푞 = 푓◦푝 ∶ Γ → 푌 is Nash and 휎 ∶ 푀 → Γ be an algebraic resolution of Γ such that J푝◦휎
(resp. J푞◦휎) is locally generated by a monomial. Notice that푀 is a non-singular real alge-
braic variety and that 푓◦푝◦휎 is Nash. Note that if푀 is not connected then J푝◦휎 can vanish
identically on a connected component of 푀 if and only if 푓 is not generically of maximal
rank.
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We call 푝 ∶ Γ → 푋 and 휎 ∶ 푀 → Γ satisfying the above properties a resolution diagram
of 푓 . By Hironaka’s desingularisation theorem and Proposition 4.9, such a diagram always
exists but is not unique.
(2)
푀
휎

Γ
푝
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥ 푞
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
푋
푓
// 푌
By choosing the algebraic subset 푆 ⊂ 푋 bigger (but still with dim푆 < 푑) we may assume
that (푝◦휎)∗ induces a bijection L(푀) ⧵ L(푆
′) → L(푋) ⧵ L(푆), where 푆′ = (푝◦휎)−1(푆). Note
that dim푆′ < 푑. Thus the diagram (2) induces a diagram
L(푀) ⧵ L(푆′)
i
I(푝◦휎)∗
vvvv♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥ (푞◦휎)∗
&&▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼
L(푋) ⧵ L(푆)
푓∗
// L(푌 )
where we denote 푓∗ = (푞◦휎)∗◦(푝◦휎)
−1
∗ .
Nowwe show how to compute the order of the Jacobian determinant of 푓 along 훾 using
a resolution diagram.
Proposition 4.10. Let 훾 ∈ L(푋) ⧵ L(푆) and let 훾̃ = (푝◦휎)−1∗ (훾). Then
(3) ord푡 jac푓 (훾) = ord푡 jac푞◦휎(훾̃(푡)) − ord푡 jac푝◦휎(훾̃(푡)).
Proof. The result derives from the chain rule which holds outside 푆. ■
Corollary 4.11. Suppose that 푓 is generically of maximal rank. Then the Jacobian determinant of 푓
is bounded from above, resp. from below, if and only if at every point of푀 a local generator of J푝◦휎
divides a local generator of J푞◦휎 , resp. a local generator of J푞◦휎 divides a local generator of J푝◦휎 .
Remark 4.12. We deduce from the previous corollary that if one of the conditions of Defi-
nition 4.8 is satisfied for one 푆, then it holds for every 푆.
4.3 An inverse mapping theorem
Theorem 4.13. Let 푓 ∶ (푋, 푥) → (푌 , 푦) be a germ of semialgebraic homeomorphism between real
algebraic sets. Assume that 휇L(푋)(L(푋, 푥)) = 휇L(푌 )(L(푌 , 푦)).
If 푓 is generically arc-analytic and if the Jacobian determinant of 푓 is bounded from below, then the
inverse map 푓−1 ∶ 푌 → 푋 is also generically arc-analytic and the Jacobian of 푓 is bounded from
above.
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Remark 4.14. Notice that arc-analyticity is an open condition for semialgebraic continuous
maps (See [27, Theorem 3.1] where it is not necessary to assume that 푓 is bounded, up to
composing 푓 with a real analytic diffeomorphism 휑 ∶ ℝ → (−1, 1)). Hence, since the above
statement is local, it is enough to use real analytic arcs centered at 푥 for the arc-analyticity
condition.
The same holds for the boundedness of the Jacobian of 푓 : we assume that the arcs of
Definition 4.8 or Corollary 4.11 are centered at 푥.
Proof of Theorem 4.13. We have the commutative diagram (2). Notice that 퐸 = (푝◦휎)−1(0) is
algebraic since 푝◦휎 is regular. By Theorem 3.67,
휇L(푋)
(
(푝◦휎)∗(L(푀,퐸))
)
= ∫(푝◦휎)∗(L(푀,퐸)) 핃
−0d휇L(푋)
= ∫
L(푀,퐸)
핃
−ord푡 jac푝◦휎d휇L(푀 )
=
∑
푛≥0
휇L(푀 )
(
L(푀,퐸) ∩
(
ord푡 jac푝◦휎
)−1
(푛)
)
핃
−푛
Thus
휇L(푋)
(
(푝◦휎)∗(L(푀,퐸))
)∑
푖≥0
핃
−푖 =
∑
푖≥0
∑
푛≥0
휇L(푀 )
(
L(푀,퐸) ∩
(
ord푡 jac푝◦휎
)−1
(푛)
)
핃
−(푖+푛)
=
∑
푛≥0
휇L(푀 )
(
훾 ∈ L(푀,퐸), ord푡 jac푝◦휎(훾(푡)) ≤ 푛)핃−푛
Similarly
휇L(푌 )
(
(푞◦휎)∗(L(푀,퐸))
)∑
푖≥0
핃
−푖 =
∑
푛≥0
휇L(푀 )
(
훾 ∈ L(푀,퐸), ord푡 jac푞◦휎(훾(푡)) ≤ 푛)핃−푛
Hence(
휇L(푌 )
(
(푞◦휎)∗(L(푀,퐸))
)
− 휇L(푋)
(
(푝◦휎)∗(L(푀,퐸))
))∑
푖≥0
핃
−푖
=
∑
푛≥0
(
휇L(푀 )
(
훾 ∈ L(푀,퐸), ord푡 jac푞◦휎(훾(푡)) ≤ 푛) − 휇L(푀 ) (훾 ∈ L(푀,퐸), ord푡 jac푝◦휎(훾(푡)) ≤ 푛))핃−푛
Since we may lift a real analytic arc non-entirely included in the exceptional locus by 푝◦휎,
we have
휇L(푋)
(
(푝◦휎)∗(L(푀,퐸))
)
= 휇L(푋) (L(푋, 푥))
so that(
휇L(푌 )
(
(푞◦휎)∗(L(푀,퐸))
)
− 휇L(푋) (L(푋, 푥))
)∑
푖≥0
핃
−푖
=
∑
푛≥0
(
휇L(푀 )
(
훾 ∈ L(푀,퐸), ord푡 jac푞◦휎(훾(푡)) ≤ 푛) − 휇L(푀 ) (훾 ∈ L(푀,퐸), ord푡 jac푝◦휎(훾(푡)) ≤ 푛))핃−푛
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Since 휇L(푌 )(L(푌 , 푦)) = 휇L(푋)(L(푋, 푥)), we obtain(
휇L(푌 )
(
(푞◦휎)∗(L(푀,퐸))
)
− 휇L(푌 ) (L(푌 , 푦))
)∑
푖≥0
핃
−푖
=
∑
푛≥0
(
휇L(푀 )
(
훾 ∈ L(푀,퐸), ord푡 jac푞◦휎(훾(푡)) ≤ 푛) − 휇L(푀 ) (훾 ∈ L(푀,퐸), ord푡 jac푝◦휎(훾(푡)) ≤ 푛) )핃−푛
Since푀 is non-singular, we may simply write(
휇L(푌 )
(
(푞◦휎)∗(L(푀,퐸))
)
− 휇L(푌 ) (L(푌 , 푦))
)∑
푖≥0
핃
−푖
=
∑
푛≥0
( [
훾 ∈ L푛(푀,퐸), ord푡 jac푞◦휎(훾(푡)) ≤ 푛] − [훾 ∈ L푛(푀,퐸), ord푡 jac푝◦휎(훾(푡)) ≤ 푛] )핃−(푛+2)푑
Since the Jacobian determinant 푓 is bounded from below, using Proposition 4.10, we get
that each summand of the RHS is positive or zero (in the sense of Definition 3.31) because
the leading coefficient of the virtual Poincaré polynomial of a non-emptyAS-set is positive:(
휇L(푌 )
(
(푞◦휎)∗(L(푀,퐸))
)
− 휇L(푌 ) (L(푌 , 푦))
)∑
푖≥0
핃
−푖
=
∑
푛≥0
( [{
훾 ∈ L푛(푀,퐸), ord푡 jac푞◦휎(훾(푡)) ≤ 푛} ⧵ {훾 ∈ L푛(푀,퐸), ord푡 jac푝◦휎(훾(푡)) ≤ 푛}] )핃−(푛+2)푑
Moreover, the LHS is negative or zero since (푞◦휎)∗(L(푀,퐸)) ⊂ L(푌 , 푦).
Assume that 푓 is not bounded from above, then at least one of the summand of the RHS
is positive so that we obtain a contradiction. This proves that 푓 is bounded from above.
Furthermore, since the RHS is zero, we obtain that
(4) 휇L(푌 )
(
(푞◦휎)∗(L(푀,퐸))
)
= 휇L(푌 ) (L(푌 , 푦))
We are now going to prove that 푓−1 is generically arc-analytic so that it is blow-Nash.
Assume by contradiction there exists 훾 ∈ L(푌 , 푦) not entirely included in 푓 (푆) ∪ 푌sing
which may not be lifted by 푞◦휎. Nevertheless, by [8, Proposition 2.21],
(푞◦휎)−1(훾(푡)) =
∑
푖≥0
푐푖푡
푖
푎 , 푡 ≥ 0
and
(푞◦휎)−1(훾(푡)) =
∑
푖≥0
푑푖(−푡)
푖
푏 , 푡 ≤ 0.
By assumption (푞◦휎)−1(훾(푡)) is not analytic so that either these expansions don’t coincide
or they have a non-integer exponent.
1. We first treat the latter case. Assume that
(푞◦휎)−1(훾(푡)) =
푚∑
푖=0
푐푖푡
푖 + 푐푡
푎
푏 +⋯ , 푡 ≥ 0, 푚 < 푎
푏
< 푚 + 1, 푐 ≠ 0.
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Since (푞◦휎)−1 ∶ 푌 ⧵ 푓 (푆) → 푀 is continuous and subanalytic, it is locally Hölder so
that there exists 푁 ∈ ℕ≥0 satisfying for all real analytic arc 휂(푡) not entirely included
in 푓 (푆) ∪ 푌sing,
휂(푡) ≡ 훾(푡) mod 푡푁 ⇒ (푞◦휎)−1(휂(푡)) ≡ (푞◦휎)−1(훾(푡)) mod 푡푚+1.
Thus 휋−1
푁
(
휋푁 (훾)
)
⊂ L(푌 , 푦) ⧵ (푞◦휎)∗(L(푀,퐸)).
Notice that 휋−1
푁
(
휋푁 (훾)
)
is measurable as a cylinder. Let 휌 ∶ 푌̃ → 푌 be a resolution
of 푌 . Since 훾 is not entirely included in the singular set of 푌 , there exists a unique
real analytic arc 훾̃ on 푀 such that 훾 = 휌◦훾̃ . Let 푒 = ord푡 jac휌(훾̃(푡)) and 푒
′ be such that
훾 ∈ L(푒
′)(푌 ). We may assume that 푁 ≥ max(푒′, 2푒). Then, by Lemma 3.62 and since 푌̃
is non-singular,
휇퐿(푌 )
(
휋−1푁
(
휋푁 (훾)
))
= 휇L(푌̃ )
(
휋−1푁
(
휋푁 (훾̃)
))
핃
−푒
=
[
휋푁
(
휋−1
푁
(
휋푁 (훾̃)
))]
핃
−(푁+1)푑−푒
≠ 0
Since 휋−1
푁
(
휋푁 (훾)
)
⊂ L(푌 , 푦) ⧵ (푞◦휎)∗(L(푀,퐸)), we obtain that
휇
(
L(푌 , 푦) ⧵ (푞◦휎)∗(L(푀,퐸))
) ≠ 0
which contradicts (4).
2. We now assume that
훾̃+(푡) = (푞◦휎)−1(훾(푡)) =
푚−1∑
푖=0
푐푖푡
푖 + 푐푡푚 +⋯ , 푡 ≥ 0
and
훾̃−(푡) = (푞◦휎)−1(훾(푡)) =
푚−1∑
푖=0
푐푖푡
푖 + 푑푡푚 +⋯ , 푡 ≤ 0
with 푐 ≠ 푑.
Notice that (푞◦휎)(훾±(푡)) are analytic so that 훾(푡) = (푓◦푞◦휎)(훾+(푡)) = (푓◦푞◦휎)(훾−(푡)).
Since 푓 is a homeomorphism, we get (푞◦휎)(훾+(푡)) = (푞◦휎)(훾−(푡)). Since this real analytic
arc is not entirely included in 푆, it may be uniquely lifted by 푞◦휎 so that 훾+(푡) = 훾−(푡).
Hence 푐 = 푑 and we obtain a contradiction.
Thus, for all 훾 ∈ L(푌 , 푦) ⧵ L(푓 (푆) ∪ 푌sing) there exists 훾̃ ∈ L(푀,퐸) such that (푞◦휎)(훾̃(푡)) =
훾(푡). Then 푓−1(훾(푡)) = (푝◦휎)(훾̃(푡)) which is real analytic. Therefore 푓−1 is generically arc-
analytic and so blow-Nash. ■
Remark 4.15. Notice that, in the above proof, we do not need a homeomorphism 푓 ∶ 푋 → 푌
but only a homeomorphism of 푓 ∶ Reg(푋)→ Reg(푌 ).
Under the assumptions of the previous theorem, we derive the following corollary from
Lemma 4.4.
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Corollary 4.16. Let 푓 ∶ (푋, 푥) → (푌 , 푦) be a semialgebraic homeomorphism germ between real
algebraic sets with dim푋 = dim 푌 . Assume moreover that 휇L(푋)(L(푋, 푥)) = 휇L(푌 )(L(푌 , 푦)).
If 푓 is blow-Nash and if the Jacobian determinant of 푓 is bounded from below, then the inverse 푓−1
is also blow-Nash and the Jacobian determinant of 푓 is bounded from above.
Remark 4.17. Notice that in the previous results we don’t assume that 푋 = 푌 contrary to
[8, Main Theorem 3.5].
Theorem 4.18. Let 푓 ∶ (푋, 푥)→ (푌 , 푦) be a semialgebraic homeomorphism germ between algebraic
sets with dim푋 = dim 푌 . If 푓 is generically arc-analytic and if the Jacobian determinant of 푓 is
bounded from below, then 휇L(푋)(L(푋, 푥)) ⪯ 휇L(푌 )(L(푌 , 푦)).
Proof. Following the beginning of the proof of Theorem 4.13, we obtain :(
휇L(푌 ) (L(푌 , 푦)) − 휇L(푋) (L(푋, 푥))
)∑
푖≥0
핃
−푖
⪰
(
휇L(푌 )
(
(푞◦휎)∗(L(푀,퐸))
)
− 휇L(푋) (L(푋, 푥))
)∑
푖≥0
핃
−푖
=
∑
푛≥0
(
휇L(푀 )
(
훾 ∈ L(푀,퐸), ord푡 jac푞◦휎(훾(푡)) ≤ 푛) − 휇L(푀 ) (훾 ∈ L(푀,퐸), ord푡 jac푝◦휎(훾(푡)) ≤ 푛) )핃−푛
⪰ 0
■
5 An inverse mapping theorem for inner-Lipschitz maps
5.1 Inner distance
Let 푋 be a connected semialgebraic subset of ℝ푁 equipped with the standard Euclidean
distance. We denote by 푑푋 the inner (also called geodesic) distance in 푋. By definition, for
푝, 푞 ∈ 푋, the inner distance 푑푋(푝, 푞) is the infimum over the length of all rectifiable curves
joining 푝 to 푞 in 푋. By [24], 푑푋(푝, 푞) is the infimum over the length of continuous semialge-
braic curves in푋 joining 푝 and 푞. It is proven in [24] that 푑푋 can be approximated uniformly
by subanalytic distances.
We recall some results from [24], based on [23]. Let 휀 > 0, we say that a connected
semialgebraic set Γ ⊂ ℝ푁 is 퐾휀-regular if for any 푝, 푞 ∈ Γwe have
푑Γ(푝, 푞) ≤ (1 + 휀)|푝 − 푞|.
We state now a semialgebraic version of [24, Proposition 3].
Proposition 5.1. Let푋 ⊂ ℝ푁 be a semialgebraic set and 휀 > 0. Then there exists a finite decompo-
sition 푋 =
⋃
휈∈푉 Γ휈 such that:
1. each Γ휈 is a semialgebraic connected analytic submanifold of ℝ
푁 ,
2. each Γ휈 is 퐾휀-regular.
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Remark 5.2. Given a finite family of semialgebraic sets 푋푖, 푖 ∈ 퐼 , we can find a decompo-
sition satisfying the above conditions and such that for any 푖 ∈ 퐼 , 휈 ∈ 푉 , we have: either
Γ휈 ⊂ 푋푖 or Γ휈 ∩푋푖 = ∅.
For a 퐶1 map 푓 ∶ 푋′ → ℝ푀 defined on a submanifold 푋′ of ℝ푁 we denote by 퐷푝푓 ∶
푇푝푋 → ℝ
푀 its differential at 푝 ∈ 푋′. Then the norm of 퐷푝푓 is defined by‖퐷푝푓‖ = sup {|퐷푝푓 (푣)| ∶ 푣 ∈ 푇푝, |푣| = 1} .
Lemma 5.3. Assume that 푓휈 ∶ Γ휈 → ℝ
푀 is a 퐶1-map, such that for any 푝 ∈ Γ휈 we have ‖퐷푝푓휈‖ ≤
퐿. Then 푓휈 is (1+휀)퐿-Lipschitz with respect to the Euclidean distance, hence it extends continuously
on Γ휈 to a Lipschitz map with the same constant.
Proof. Let 푝, 푞 ∈ Γ휈 and 휀
′ > 휀, then, by [24], there exists a 퐶1-semialgebraic arc 휆 ∶ [0, 1]→
Γ휈 such that 푝 = 휆(0), 푞 = 휆(1) of the length |휆| ≤ (1 + 휀′)|푝 − 푞|. It follows that|푓휈(푝) − 푓휈(푞)| ≤ 퐿|휆| ≤ (1 + 휀′)퐿|푝 − 푞|.
We obtain the conclusion passing to the limit 휀′ → 휀.
Notice that, on any metric space, a Lipschitz mapping extends continuously to the clo-
sure with the same Lipschitz constant. ■
Let 푋 and 푌 be locally closed connected semialgebraic subsets respectively of ℝ푁 and
ℝ
푀 . They are equipped with the inner distances 푑푋 and 푑푌 , respectively. Let
푓 ∶ 푋 → 푌
be a continuous semialgebraic map. Then there exists a semialgebraic set 푋′ ⊂ 푋, which is
open and dense in 푋, such that the connected components of 푋′ are analytic submanifolds
of ℝ푁 , possibly of different dimensions. Moreover 푓 restricted to each connected compo-
nent of 푋′ is analytic.
Proposition 5.4. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) 푑푌 (푓 (푝), 푓 (푞)) ≤ 퐿푑푋(푝, 푞) for any 푝, 푞 ∈ 푋,
(ii) ‖퐷푝푓‖ ≤ 퐿 for any 푝 ∈ 푋′.
Proof. The implication 5.4.(푖) ⇒ 5.4.(푖푖) is obvious since at a smooth point 푝 ∈ 푋, the inner
and Euclidean distances are asymptotically equal.
To prove the converse let us fix 푝, 푞 ∈ 푋. For any 휀 > 0 there exists a continuous semi-
algebraic arc 휆 ∶ [0, 1] → 푋 such that 푝 = 휆(0), 푞 = 휆(1) of the length |휆| ≤ (1 + 휀)푑푋(푝, 푞).
By Proposition 5.1 there exists a finite decomposition 푋′ =
⋃
휈∈푉 Γ휈 into 퐾휀-regular semi-
algebraic connected analytic submanifolds of ℝ푁 . Let푋′′ =
⋃
휈∈푉 ′ Γ휈 be the union of those
Γ휈 which are open in 푋
′. Note that 푋′′ is dense in 푋′. It follows that 푋 ⊂
⋃
휈∈푉 ′ Γ휈 . Since
the arc 휆 is semialgebraic there exists a finite sequence 0 = 푡0 < ⋯ < 푡푘 = 1 such that each
휆([푡푖, 푡푖+1]) ⊂ Γ휈 for some 휈 ∈ 푉
′. By Lemma 5.3 the length of 푓 (휆([푡푖, 푡푖+1])) is bounded by
(1 + 휀)|휆([푡푖, 푡푖+1])|. Hence
|푓 (휆([0, 1]))| = 푘−1∑
푖=0
|푓 (휆([푡푖, 푡푖+1])| ≤ (1 + 휀)퐿 푘−1∑
푖=0
|휆([푡푖, 푡푖+1])| ≤ (1 + 휀)퐿|휆|.
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Thus
푑푌 (푓 (푝), 푓 (푞)) ≤ |푓 (휆([0, 1]))| ≤ (1 + 휀)퐿|휆| ≤ (1 + 휀)2퐿푑푋(푝, 푞)
We conclude by taking the limit as 휀→ 0. ■
5.2 An inverse mapping theorem
We suppose now that 푓 ∶ 푋 → 푌 satisfies Assumption 4.6. Thus it is a blow-Nash map
between two real algebraic sets of dimension 푑. Let 훾 ∈ L(푋) ⧵ L(푆). Let us adapt the
notation introduced in the paragraph after Assumption 4.6. In particular we assume that
the limit of tangent spaces 푇훾(푡)푋 in the Grassmannian 픾푁,푑 is equal to ℝ
푑 ⊂ ℝ푁 . Then, for
every 푖 = 1,… , 푑 and every 푗 = 1,… ,푀
휂푖,푗 (푡) =
휕푓푗
휕푥푖
is semialgebraic. Thus the order of 휂푖,푗(푡), as 푡 → 0
+ is a well defined rational number (or
+∞ if 푓푗 vanishes identically on 훾).
Definition 5.5. The order of the Jacobian matrix of 푓 along 훾 is defined as
ord푡→0+ Jac푓 (훾(푡)) = min푖,푗
{ord푡→0+ 휂푖,푗(푡)}.
Remark 5.6. The above notion shouldn’t be confused with the order of the Jacobian deter-
minant defined in Definition 4.7.
Remark 5.7. It is likely that 휂푖,푗(푡) is actually meromorphic and it is not necessary, in the
above definition, to restrict to 푡→ 0+. We leave it as an open problem.
Definition 5.8. We say that the Jacobian matrix of 푓 is bounded from above if there is an 푆 such
that for every 훾 ∈ L(푋) ⧵ L(푆), ord푡→0+ Jac푓 (훾(푡)) ≥ 0.
One may show again that if the above condition is satisfied for one 푆 they are satisfied
for every 푆.
The following result follows from Proposition 5.4.
Proposition 5.9. Let 푓 ∶ (푋, 푥) → (푌 , 푦) be a semialgebraic homeomorphism germ between two
real algebraic set germs with dim(푋, 푥) = dim(푌 , 푦). Then 푓 ∶ Reg(푋)→ Reg(푌 ) is inner Lipschitz
iff the Jacobian matrix of 푓 is bounded from above.
Theorem 5.10. Let 푓 ∶ (푋, 푥)→ (푌 , 푦) be a semialgebraic homeomorphism germ between two real
algebraic set germs with dim(푋, 푥) = dim(푌 , 푦). Assume that 휇L(푋)(L(푋, 푥)) = 휇L(푌 )(L(푌 , 푦)). If
푓 is generically arc-analytic and 푓−1 ∶ Reg(푌 )→ Reg(푋) is inner Lipschitz, then 푓−1 ∶ 푌 → 푋 is
also generically arc-analytic and 푓 ∶ Reg(푋)→ Reg(푌 ) is inner Lipschitz.
Remark 5.11. Notice that both previous results involve the closure of the regular parts of
the algebraic sets. The obtained sets Reg(푋) and Reg(푌 ) do not contain any part of smaller
dimension but they still may not be smooth submanifolds.
For instance, for the Whitney umbrella 푋 = {푥2 = 푧푦2}, Reg(푋) consists in the canopy (i.e.
the 푧 ≥ 0 part of 푋). Therefore Reg(푋) is singular along the half-axis {(0, 0, 푧), 푧 ≥ 0}.
However it doesn’t contain the handle of the Whitney umbrella (i.e. {(0, 0, 푧), 푧 < 0}) which
is a smooth manifold of dimension 1whereas dim푋 = 2.
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Proof of Theorem 5.10. To simplify the exposition we suppose that 푋, and hence 푌 as well,
is pure-dimensional. That is 푋 = Reg(푋) and 푌 = Reg(푌 ). The proof in the general case is
similar.
First we apply Proposition 5.4 to 푓−1. Hence the Jacobian determinant of 푓−1 is bounded
fromabove. Therefore the Jacobian determinant of 푓 is bounded frombelow andwe can ap-
ply to 푓 Theorem 4.13. This shows that 푓−1 is generically arc-analytic and that the Jacobian
determinant of 푓 is bounded from above and below.
Nowwe show that the Jacobianmatrix of 푓 is bounded from above. Let 훾 ∈ L(푋)⧵L(푆).
We may assume, as explained above, that ℝ푑 ⊂ ℝ푁 is the limit of tangent spaces 푇훾(푡)푋.
Similarly by considering the limit of 푇푓 (훾(푡))푌 we may assume that it equals ℝ
푑 ⊂ ℝ푀 . Then
푦1,… , 푦푑 form a local system of coordinates on 푌 at every 푓 (훾(푡)), 푡 ≠ 0. By the assumptions
the matrix ( 휕푥푖
휕푦푗
)(푓 (훾(푡)) is bounded and its determinant is a unit. Therefore, by the cofactor
formula, its inverse, that is ( 휕푥푖
휕푦푗
)(푓 (훾(푡)) is bounded. This shows that 푓 is inner Lipschitz by
Proposition 5.9. ■
Remark 5.12. Notice that, in the above proof, we do not need a homeomorphism 푓 ∶ 푋 → 푌
but only a homeomorphism of 푓 ∶ Reg(푋)→ Reg(푌 ).
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